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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
1.
Under output 2: Pursat urban area environmental improvements includes (i) construction
of about 20 km of primary and secondary drains in the town centre with associated road
improvements and improved wastewater treatment; (ii) development of a new controlled landfill
of about 15 ha at Toul Mkak village (Roleap Sangkat, Pursat town) and associated access road
of about 1,500 meters; (iii) provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and (iv) landfill
management, including equipment. A draft resettlement plan (RP) was prepared for Pursat
component in April 2015 during project preparation stage and updated following detailed
engineering design (DED), detailed measurement survey (DMS), and replacement cost study
(RCS). The updated RP was named as Detailed Resettlement Plan (DRP) as per Royal
Government of Cambodia’s Sub Decree 2018 on Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for Land
Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement and it was separated to two DRPs. Both DRPs were
approved and disclosed on ADB’s website in December 2019 during the project implementation
stage. The approved DRP1 covered the land acquisition and involuntary resettlement impacts for
Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant while DRP2 covered on Pursat Solid Waste
Management.
2.
GG-EMA is recruited by IRC-WG in July 2021 at the completion of DRPs implementation
to carry out the tasks of external monitoring. Tasks to be performed by the Green Goal included
i) consolidation of all data available from the commencement of DRPs implementation to the
completion stage, ii) carrying out field verification as needed to confirm the DRPs implementations
compliances, and iii) in the case of non-compliant issue identified, providing appropriate corrective
action plan (CAP) ensuring compliance gaps are fulfilled. Since the total AHs were small under
both DRPs, IRC-GDR granted access to GG-EMA 100% DMS/Compensation contracts reviews
to identify on any gaps/problems occurred during DRPs implementation.
3.
Based on reviewed documents and field verification, it is confirmed that consultation
meetings were carried out at all different steps counting from project scoping stage, RP
preparation and DRPs updating stage, and at DRP implementation stages prior to the provision
of compensation.
4.
PGRC was established and its PGRC and IRC-WG/PRSC-WG were trained by IRC-GDR
prior to DRPs approval and it is now functional and operationalized. Detail list of contact of GRC’s
focal points was given to majority of APs through detail explanation on PIBs as well as during
each consultative meeting. GG-EMA found that at least three APs lodged their verbal complaints
to the chief of Sangkat Pteah Prey. The three complaints were peacefully resolved without using
the project’s GRM. It is recommended that any project-related complaint shall go through the
project’s GRM with proper record as mentioned in the approved DRPs of the Project.
5.
The impacts were fully listed, and compensation was paid for the affected land and other
assets at the replacement value. AH was provided with alternatives and opted to replace the lost
assets with the same value and quality of uses. However, based on 100% DMS reviews, four AHs
were underpaid on their affected assets (for example no compensation to a water well, a Kokoh
timber tree, and incorrected calculation and classification of an affected stall, a car garage, and a
housing structure). All these underpaid structures and tree were proposed in corrective action
plans (CAPs) of this report.
6.
Different types of allowance were paid to entitled AHs as per agreed rate provided in DRPs
i.e., vulnerable allowance, allowance for severely AHs of two business loss, and cash assistance
allowances for IRP program. However, GG-EMA found that six AHs were underpaid on
vulnerability and IRP allowances. These underpaid allowances were included in section V, the
proposed CAPs of this report.
7.
CAPs were proposed and fully implemented on May 2022 by IRC-WG/PRSC as specified
in Section IV of this report detailing on specific issues, measures, and actions taken by the
responsible agencies with implementation remarks, see Table 8 and annex 10 of this EMA report.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background
8.
The Royal Government of Cambodia (RGC) is currently implementing the Integrated
Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS-1). The project was funded
through loans from the Asian Development Fund (ADF), and loan and grant from Strategic
Climate Fund approved on 10th November 2015 and made it effective on 2nd March 2016. The
project was scheduled to close on 30th April 2023. Output 1 and Output 2 of the total five project’s
outputs are involving with civil work and where land acquisition is required.
9.
Output 1: Kampong Chhnang urban area environmental improvements includes flood
protection totally 15.1 km along Tonle Sap riverbank through improvement of the existing
embankment and construction of a new embankment where required; construction of a new
controlled landfill site of 10 ha at Phnom Tauch village (Pongro commune, Rolea Bier district) with
increased capacity; provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and landfill management,
including supervised closing of two open dumpsites in Kul Kuk village and Trork village (Sre Thmei
commune, Rolea Bier district). It complements the Japan International Cooperation Agency’s
drainage project in Kampong Chhnang and GIZ’s support for development of an urban master
plan. Embankment protection will prevent flooding from the Tonle Sap into Kampong Chhnang
town, reducing its vulnerability to flooding and providing protection to 1 in 50-year high water
levels. In the dry season, outlets will accommodate the natural streams flowing into the Tonle Sap
and sluice gates will avoid backflow into the town as the water rises. In the wet season, natural
retention areas will retain wet season flows. The embankment is imperative for resident to have
continued access to social services and economic activities in the town (e.g., rice processing
mills). The improved flood protection will assist farmers in the eastern part of the municipality to
increase agricultural production from two to three crops per year.
10.
Output 2: Pursat urban area environmental improvements includes construction of about
9.9 km of primary and secondary drains in the town center with associated road improvements
and improved wastewater treatment; (ii) riverbank erosion protection in select locations along the
Pursat River, including revetment and groins; (iii) development of a new controlled landfill of about
28 ha at Toul Mkak village (Roleap Sangkat, Pursat town) and associated access road of about
900 meters; (iv) provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and (v) landfill management,
including equipment and closure of two old open dumpsites in Toul Mkak village (Roleap Sangkat,
Pursat town) and Sras Srang village (Prey Gny Sangkat, Pursat town). It complements ADB’s
previous support to the Dhamnak Chheukrom Irrigation System Rehabilitation (located about 40
km upstream). About 20% of the town’s roads have drains with National Highway No. 5 and other
main roads lacking side drains. The construction of drains in the town center will improve and
strengthen the stormwater drainage system to accommodate more intensive rainfall. It will support
increased economic activities in the town centre (e.g., marble process and carvings), and facilitate
residents’ continued access to social services.
11.
Based on the revised Project Administration Manual (PAM) dated June 2021, the project’s
original outcome was improved urban services and enhanced climate change resilience in
Kampong Chhnang and Pursat municipalities. The project originally had five outputs: (i) Kampong
Chhnang urban area environmental improvements, (ii) Pursat urban area environmental
improvements, (iii) community mobilization and environmental improvements, (iv) strengthened
sector coordination and operations, and (v) strengthened capacity for project implementation and
operation and maintenance (O&M).
12.
The revision was made to the project’s outcome and outputs to reflect the changes in
scope, changed circumstance, and to streamline the performance indicators for efficient
monitoring.
(i) Outcome. Outcome indicators have been revised to combine performance indicators
for the two participating municipalities and to focus on indicators related to coverage,
access, and quality of services.
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(ii) Outputs. The outputs have been grouped into three, focusing on policy and
regulations, urban infrastructure, and institutional effectiveness. The indicators have been
grouped accordingly, and where applicable, baselines and targets have been updated to
reflect the changes in scope and changed circumstances
1.2 Project and Sub-project Description
13.
Under output 2: Pursat urban area environmental improvements includes construction of
about 20 km of primary and secondary drains in the town centre with associated road
improvements and improved wastewater treatment; (ii) development of a new controlled landfill
of about 15 ha at Toul Mkak village (Roleap Sangkat, Pursat town) and associated access road
of about 1,500 meters; (iii) provision of equipment for solid waste collection; and (iv) landfill
management, including equipment.
14.
A draft resettlement plan (RP) was prepared for Pursat component in April 2015 during
project preparation stage and get updated following detailed engineering design (DED), detailed
measurement survey (DMS), and replacement cost study (RCS). The updated RP was named as
Detailed Resettlement Plan (DRP) as per LAR’s Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) on Land
Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement and it was separated to two DRPs. Both DRPs were
approved and disclosed on ADB’s website in December 2019 during the project implementation
stage.
15.
The approved DRP1 covered the land acquisition and involuntary resettlement impacts
for Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant while DRP2 covered on Pursat Solid Waste
Management.
Figure 1: Drainage line in Pursat town

Figure 2: 1500m access road to landfill

Source: Updated IEE, July 2020

1.3 Objectives of the External Monitoring
The Project/sub-projects remains classified as IR category B as confirmed by both DRPs.
16.
The approved DRPs stipulated that IRC to engage External Monitoring Organization (EMO) no
later than the commencement of land acquisition and involuntary resettlement activities to monitor
the implementation of land acquisition.
17.
Green Goal Co Ltd., (GG), was recruited by IRC-WG in July 2021 at the completion of
DRPs implementation to carry out the external monitoring activities. Tasks to be performed by the
Green Goal included: i) consolidating all data available from the commencement of DRPs
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implementation to the completion stage, ii) carrying out field verification as needed to confirm the
DRPs implementation compliances, iii) in the case of non-compliant issue identified, providing
appropriate corrective action plan (CAP) ensuring compliance, and iv) carry out post-evaluation
for the two DRPs (after the CAP implementation is fully completed). The key objectives of external
monitoring are to:
(i) discuss and review the compliance of compensation process with procedures
/methodologies/ mechanisms stated in the approved DRPs;
(ii) check if the valuation, consultations, disclosure, payments, related processes are carried
out in accordance with the approved DRPs;
(iii) describe objectives and outcomes of DRPs implementation;
(iv) determine whether resettlement goals have been achieved;
(v) provide opinions of APs, whose interests and rights have been affected by this process;
and
(vi) conduct field verification, involving a random check of payment/compensation records
through the interviews with APs;
18.
This consolidated external monitoring report is covering the monitoring activities starting
from January 2020 (the start of DRPs implementation) till May 2022 (the completion stage). This
consolidated report includes the following key verifications and confirmations using the available
data/reports provided by DIMDM, RD3, PMU and PIU of Pursat, and site visited/interviewed with
AHs, local authorities, and other relevant stockholders:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A verification of the schedules and the achievement of targets related to land acquisition
and resettlement activities;
A verification of whether the resettlement has been implemented in accordance with the
approved final DRPs;
A verification that the unit compensation rates used in the replacement cost study report
(RCS), contracts and agreements are in accordance with the DRPs provisions;
A verification that compensation and the amounts defined in the DRPs were delivered to
all AHs;
A verification that measures defined in the DRPs were implemented as stipulated in the
DRPs;
An assessment of the compensation distribution procedure, its timing in relation with
DRPs provisions;
A review of the GRM and grievance cases including an assessment of whether grievance
resolution was carried out in accordance with DRPs provisions and GRM process and
procedures;
A verification of whether or not the training/capacity building of the GRC/PGRC at the
local and central level conducted as per guideline principle of the DRPs provision;
An assessment of public consultation;
An assessment of the delivery of allowances to severely affected households, vulnerable
households, and displaced households;
A final assessment of satisfactory implementation of the DRPs and if necessary, details
of the required corrective measures.

Limitation: As per TOR, the scope of monitoring role is limited to the two DRPs approved
19.
in November and December under Pursat sub-projects. In any case the scope of land acquisition
and involuntary resettlement is to be extended, the EMA service may ask to be extended
accordingly. Therefore, this EMA report is mainly covering the compliance monitoring activities of
the two approved DRPs.

II.

METHODOLOGY

20.
This consolidated external monitoring report is prepared based on the following methods
covering primary and secondary data collections techniques:
•
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Review of adequacy of DRPs planning carried out under the sub-projects;

•
•
•
•
•
•

Review and verify internal monitoring data and reports provided by DIMDM and IRCWG/PRSC-WG.
Review all existing data and reports collected and compiled by PMU/PIU involved
specifically for this project and relevant sub-projects in Pursat specifically under the two
approved DRPs.
Conduct Focus Group Discussion (FGDs) with vulnerable and severely AHs under both
DRPs
Carryout household interview (quantitative) with both marginal affected AHs and
severely AHs including DPs to verify the compensation and assistance delivery as per
entitlement matrix and agreed measures provided in the approved;
Assess the level of participation in public consultation, involvement of people in and their
satisfaction with the resettlement implementation process and processes described in
the DRPs;
Conduct Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) with relevant officials, authorities, and key DRPs
implementation actors including IRC-Working Group (IRC-WG), Provincial Resettlement
Sub-committee (PRSC), Provincial Grievance Redress Committee (PGRC), Pursat
Municipality, and PDWT and local authorities.

2.1 Desk Review/Secondary Data Collection
21.
GG entered EMA contract with IRC-WG and kick-off its tasks in mid-July 2021. Number
of documents from various sources were collected and reviewed before collecting primary data
at the project site. Table 1 below indicates number of documents collected and reviewed by GGEMA.
Table 1: List of documents collected and reviewed by GG-EMA
No.
1
2
3
4
5
7
8

Name of documents
Pursat Resettlement Plan, April 2015
Pursat Resettlement Plan, August 2014
Resettlement Frameworks, Feb 2012
DRP1 covering Pursat Drainage and WWTP,
December 2019.
DRP2 covering Pursat Solid Waste
Management, November 2019
Internal Monitoring Reports and data on both
DRPs implementation
Replacement Cost Study Reports covering
affected land and assets valuation applied to
both DRPs
Loan/Grant agreements (special operation),
December 2015

Source
ADB Website
ADB Website
ADB Website
ADB Website

Relevant Section/ Remarks
Entire document
Entire document
Entire document
Entire document

ADB Website

Entire document

DIMDM/RD3
of IRC-WG
DIMDM/RD3
of IRC-WG

Entire document

ADB Website

Semi-Annual Social Safeguards Monitoring
Report July-Dec 2020
Semi-Annual Social Safeguards Monitoring
Report Feb2017-June 2020
Project Administration Manual, Oct 2015 and
updated PAM, June 2020
Safeguard Due Diligence Report, Jan 2020
Updated EMP for Pursat Drainage Subproject, July 2021
Initial Environmental Examination for Pursat
and Kampong Chhnang, July 2020
DMSs, Contract documents, and
compensation receipts provided by RD3 in
September 2021

ADB Website

Schedule 4 and 5, Condition for
award of contract, Safeguards
(IR and IP), monitoring and
reporting, and convenances
sections
Entire Document

ADB Website

Entire Document

ADB Website

Entire Document

ADB Website
ADB Website

Entire Document
Sub-project’s comments and its
design
Sub-project’s comments and its
design for scope changes
Reviewed 100% of all
documents covering both DRPs

9

9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Source: GG-EMA Consolidated report, September 2021
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ADB Website
RD3 of IRCWG

Entire document

2.2 Primary Data Collection and Analysis
22.
In addition to desk review/secondary data collection, EMA fielded a survey team from 25th
th
to 30 July 2021 and from 1st to 4th September 2021 to collect and verify primary data from various
sources and target groups applying qualitative (field observation, case study, and Key Informant
Interviews) and quantitative method (planned to conduct 100% interview for both DRPs).
Qualitative Data Collection
23.
GG-EMA fielded its own social enumerators to collect qualitative data by 1) conducting 7
Key Informant Interviews (KIIs) with relevant authorities and key DRPs implementation actors
including 3 persons from IRC-Working Group (IRC-WG), Pursat Municipality/Provincial
Resettlement Sub-committee (PRSC), Provincial Grievance Redress Committee (PGRC) and
PDWTs and 4 local authorities, 2) conducting Focus Group Discussion (FGDs) with vulnerable
group of AHs, and 3) conducting case study with landless AHs.
24.
The objective and purpose of qualitative data collection is to cross checking and
complimenting the information collected from other sources including household interview,
PMU/PIU interview, and internal monitoring reports provided by DIMDM of GDR to confirm on
DRPs implementation and compliant.
25.
GG-EMA successfully collected qualitative data from 14 respondents/APs (5 were
females) from three different techniques as shown in Table 2 below.
Table 2: List of targeted respondents participated in qualitative data collection
No.
1

Data collection
technique
Key Informant
Interview

Target person/group
PRSC/PGRC members
Village/commune
authorities

2

Case study

Vulnerable Ahs and
Severely Ahs

Total

No. participated
people
3 persons
4 persons
Total 7 male
participants
6 VAHs
1 Severely Ah
(5 females)

Remarks
Open-ended question
guide prepared and
applied. Sample of
transcripts provided in
Annex 5.
Open-ended
question/house to house
discussion and photos
taking. No prequestionnaire applied.
Summary of each visited
transcripts AH is provided
in Annex 4.

14 people/AHs,
5 were females

Source: GG-EMA field verification, July-Sept 2021

26.
There were list of indicators/question guide prepared to collect qualitative data and
information from each respective target group listed in Annex 5, sample transcript provided, to
confirm on DRPs implementation and compliances as per EMA’s objectives detailed in the
approved DRPs as well as in this consolidate report. Some collected data and information will be
used in the completion and post evaluation reports.
27.
Due to COVID-19 outbreak within the project area, the FGDs were conducted following
the Ministry of Health (MoH) guideline and appropriate measures by applying mask, social
distancing, and alcohol/hand sanitizer.
28.
Additionally, the KII moderator was also equipped with meeting online platform (Microsoft
Team) to directly communicate (live video) the discussion results and outcomes with team leader
(TL) and GG management for any outstanding issues for immediate clarification with respondents.
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Figure 3: KIIs interview session carried out by GG-EMA

Source: GG-EMA field verification, July 2021

Quantitative Data Collection from affected households
29.
In addition to qualitative data collection, GG-EMA has also successfully collected
quantitative data from total 21 AHs (23 DMSs) or 81% of total 24 AHs (26 DMSs) covering both
DRPs. Table 3 below shows that GG-EMA has completed the survey from general AH
respondents 92% of DRP1 and 75% of DRP2 followed by vulnerable/severely AH respondents
86% for DRP1 and 100% for DRP2. Out of the total of 24 AHs, three (3) AHs could not be met as
all of them had moved out from the subproject affected locations (reported by local authorities
and their neighbouring households) after receiving compensation payments. Therefore, the GGEMA team were not able to reach to them during the field visit in July 2021. Among the 3 AHs,
one of them (Soth Veat which found overpaid $202) is now reconfirmed from his relative (in Jan
2022) who was also affected by the sub-project under DRP 1 and can be communicated via phone
call and expect to be met during the post evaluation. The other two AHs are not part of CAP (Bun
Heng under DRP1 and Bouy Davy under DRP2) and GG-EMA will try to meet them via phone
call and other means if possible, during the post evaluation survey.
Table 3: List of AHs interviewed breaking down by DRP and type of AH
Type of AHs

General AHs
Vulnerable AHs
including severely
impacts
Total
Total of both DRPs

No. of AHs as per approved DRPs
DRP1
DRP2
AHs
DMS
AHs
DMS
12
13
4
4
7
83
1
1

19

21
5
24AHs=26DMS

5

AHs interviewed
DRP1
DRP2
AHs
DMS
AHs
DMS
11 (92%)
13
3 (75%)
3
6 (86%)
6
1 (100%)
1

17 (81%)
19
4 (80%)
21 (81%) AHs=23DMS

4

Source: GG-EMA field verification, July-Sept 2021.

30.
Structured questionnaire with closed-ended questions was designed and trained to the
field researchers, and pre-tested prior to data collection. All field researchers are having many
years of experiences in household survey with similar survey projects. Annex 5 provides list of
household questionnaire covering all questions serving for the purpose of the three reports
including 1) this consolidated report, 2) completion report, and 3) post evaluation report.
31.
Digital data collection platform was applied using survey software named as SurveyCTO
where all structured questions and answers were pre-developed into Tablet-based survey devices
(Android software) and all survey enumerators can fill in answer (s) during interviewing session
with AHs at site. Figure 4 below is the interviewing pictures applied survey CTO digital platform.
This platform works both online and offline and all responses were transferred directly to central
server in GG Phnom Penh office with quality and logic checked/filtered at the time the interview
3 As per DRP1, there were 6 AHs entitled for IRP cash assistance where one of them was from DRP2 and this figure
is extracted to DRP2 under the EMA consolidated report avoiding later confusion.
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completed and submitted by interviewer prior to in-house quality data check. The detail of survey
design and administration will be discussed detail in post evaluation report.
Figure 4: Household survey questionnaire developed in Tablet-based digital platform

Source: GG-EMA field verification, July-Sept 2021

III.

KEYS FINDINGS

3.

PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS AND INFORMATION DISCLOSURE

3.1 Public Consultations
32.
As per approved DRPs, many consultation meetings were organized at various stages
during the RPs planning, preparation and implementation. Household interviews and KIIs carried
out by GG-EMA confirmed the same findings on what was written in the DRPs.
33.
As per DRPs requirements, additional consultations were also carried out during DRPs
implementations covered the disclosure of Replacement Cost Study report (the announcement of
affected unit rate including replacement land cost), contract signing process, and compensation
disbursement.
34.
This consolidated EMA report highlights the process and procedures of consultations
meetings organized during the implementation of both DRPs and based on data and information
provided by RD3, IRC-Working Group, Pursat Municipality/PRSC, PDWT, local authorities, and
house-to-house interviews.
35.
RD3 and PMU through IRC-working group supported by Pursat Municipality/PRSC
organized additional consultation meetings with 66 people/APs in total (36 were female) covering
both DRPs. The meeting was divided to two types of events: the consultation meetings during the
start of contract signing and negotiation (this was covered mainly on the announcement of unit
rate of each affected assets including land replacement cost) and the meetings carried out prior
to compensation disbursement. This data was obtained and confirmed from RD3 from First Social
Safeguard Monitoring Report covers the monitoring period Feb 2017 to June 2020 which was
posted on ADB’s website in April 2021. The EMA received the consultation minutes prepared by
IRC and confirmed the meeting contents were sufficiently discussed/covered following DRP’s
requirements. See Annex 9, the sample of minute meetings prepared by IRC-GDR. Table 4
summarizes the number of consultations conducted and discussions on the main topics with the
number of APs attended disaggregated by DRPs and genders.
36.
DRP1, Page 28, Section B (information disclosure), Para 57 stipulated that
MPWT/PMU/PIU would conduct additional consultations before the commencement of civil works
and would distribute the updated PIB containing GRM and contact details of focal persons from
MPWT/PMU/PIU, PMISC and Contractors. GG-EMA confirmed this requirement has been
fulfilled. So far, there were no proof evident found from any source neither SMRs posted on ADB’s
website nor confirmation from interviewed respondents including PMU and PMU’s specialists.
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Table 4: No. of consultation meetings carried out during the DRPs implementation
No.
1

Date

City

Pursat (PRS)
22/1/20
PRS

Organizations

Main topic discussed

Participants

PMU/PIU, GDR,
ADB, PSRC, PMIS

Identification of resettlement
impact free zones

n/a

2

18/2/20

PRS

GDR, PIU, PSRC,
APs

3rd consultation for contract
negotiations (WWTP)

35 (11 M, 24F)

3

19/3/20

PRS

GDR, PIU, PSRC,
APs

3rd consultation for contract
negotiations (landfill)

5 (3M , 2F)

4

29/5/20

PRS

GDR, PIU, PSRC,
APs, PMIS

21 (13 M, 8 F)

5

29/5/20

PRS

GDR, PIU, PSRC,
APs, PMIS

4th consultation for
compensation payments for
APs (WWTP)
4th consultation for
compensation payments for
APs (landfill)
Subtotal

5 (3 M,2 F)

66 (30 M, 36F)

Source: First SMR, Feb 2017-June 2020, posted on ADB website in April 2021.

37.
However, GG-EMA found a good action done by all parties including ADB conducted
tripartite field assessment on 22nd Jan 2020 and able to identify sections free from IR impacts and
allowed contractor to start the civil work on those section and strictly not to proceed for section
with IR impacted specifically for L2 and L7. This was confirmed on DDR disclosed on ADB website
dated Jan 2020. Figure 5 indicates map of drainage lines with clear zones of IR and free from
encumbrance.
Figure 5: Drainage lines with clear zones of IR impacts and line free from encumbrance

Source: Tripartite mission carried out by relevant actors including ADB, approved/disclosed DDR Jan 2021.

38.
The results from household survey revealed that 90% reported they attended the
consultation meetings at least once to twice during DRPs preparation and implementation and
about 80% of them confirmed that they were satisfied with the meeting process and documents
provided during the meeting session such as project map with design layout plan, PIB containing
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full information on GRM - with contact details of GRC’s focal points, hearing the announcement
on affected unit rate as per RCS, documents provided during contract signing, and compensation
disbursement timeline. For the respondents who reported missing the meeting sent their
representative to attend.
3.2 Information Disclosure
39.
Both DRPs were disclosed to ADB and MPWT’s websites in November 2019 for DRP2
and in December 2019 for DRP1. However, data from all sources (IRC-WG, PMU, PIU, and local
authorities) confirmed that the approved DRPs were neither translated nor placed at commune
offices. IRC-WG was advised during GG-EMA field visit to have of at least few summary pages
of both DRPs translated in Khmer and place it at commune offices for future references.
40.
There were no proof evident found from any source to confirm that the PIB was updated
and distributed to public by MPWT/PMU/PIU prior to the start of construction, para 57, page 28
of DRP1 stipulated this requirement. Based on this requirement, GG-EMA recommends PMU to
update PIB reflecting any civil work related on road/drainage improvement and GRM details and
wisely distribute to all business operators/vendors prior to the start of civil work.
4.

GRIEVANCE REDDRESS MECHANISM

41.
The GRM/GRC and PGRC was formally established on 05 March 2018 prior to the start
of DMS and DRPs preparation. Composition members of the GRM/GRC and PGRC were from
all relevant actors including provincial governor, municipality, line provincial departments, AP’s
representative, and local authorities at all levels. Annex 1, provided with unofficial translation of
letter on GRC/PGRC establishment and its member details.
42.
As mentioned in paragraph 39, the PIB included details of GRM were well distributed and
explained to all APs who attended the consultation meetings during DRPs preparation.
43.
IRC-WG and SMR reports confirmed that the established GRC/PGRC undertook one-time
GRM training in November 2018 prior to the DMS and SES survey, the DRPs preparation stage.
And no refresher training provided during the DRP implementation provided with the reason that
the GRM/PGRC composition members were remained the same. IRC-WG confirmed the below
topics were covered during the training.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Objectives and requirements on GRM/GRC establishment
How to differentiate/classify all submitted complaints by types
Process and procedures for complaint handling
GRM registry, official responding to complainant, and reporting
i. GRM logbook and how to record/fill in when the complaint comes
ii. Details explanation on how to use individual complaint form and group complaint
form

44.
Household survey carried out in July-Sept 2021 by GG-EMA confirmed that AHs were
aware of GRM/PGRC established under the project as it was detailed in the PIB and well
explained at the consultation meetings held prior to the DMS/SES. However, most of respondents
raised their concerns over the functioning of GRM giving with the reasons that majority AHs were
living illegally on public land and therefore their complaint might not be settled if they brought it
in.
45.
All six vulnerable AHs confirmed to GG-EMA that they were informed by IRC-WG their
entitlement to US$ 500 cash assistance for IRP. However, none of them has received it and none
of them has raised or filed any complaint to PGRC/Commune or Sangkat office for clarification or
resolution on this issue.
46.
As of this reporting period, September 2021, interviewed with PGRC/Commune
authorities and from other stakeholders confirmed NO complaint filed/registered in GRM logbook
on any issues over the period of DRPs implementation and at the time of construction.
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5.

DRPs IMPLEMENTATION STATUS

47.
As reported from RD3/DIMDM and field interviewed from all relevant stakeholders and
household interviews, it is reported that compensation payment was disbursed to all AHs covering
both DRPs in late May 2020. It is to conclude that the compensation was 100% completed under
both DRPs during DRP’s implementation stage. However, after 100% DMS reviewed and from
field verification took place in July 2021 which confirmed of underpayment to some of AHs as
specified in section 5.2 and 5.3. Therefore, CAP was proposed and implemented in May 2022 by
IRC-GDR and PRSC. The detail of compensation is provided in Section 5.2 and 5.3 of this report.
48.
At the time of GG-EMA field visit July-September 2021, the construction was also 100%
completed for both drainage L2 and L7 covered by DRP1 and the access road to landfill site
covered by DRP2. The remaining civil works are mainly on the finishing works and road
pavement/re-instatement of all cleared access roads.
5.1 DRPs Implementation Process
49.
Based on RP prepared during PPTA and the approved DRPs at DED stage, there were
mitigation measures applied to significantly minimized the IR impacts by installing all draining
lines (approximately 20km total length within Pursat central town areas) to the middle of all
existing roads. The unavoidable IR impacts for L2 and L7 of DRP1 and 1500m access road of
DRP2 were paid to all AHs prior to the commencement of civil work to pave the way for
construction to commence. There were some issues found for under payment to some AHs due
to both DRPs which is discussed in detail in the following section of this EMA report with proposed
CAPs for further discussion and implementation.
50.
Following process and procedures stipulated in the approved DRPs and the field
verification carried out by GG-EMA team, both DRPs implementation process could be confirmed
with some of the following findings:
a. During the finalization stage of DRPs, the PGRC was also established in March 2018
following by one-time GRM training carried out in November 2018 to ensure the
functioning of GRM/GRC for both DRP1 and DRP2 implementation. There should have
been a follow-up to find out if the GRM was fully functioning.
b. A safeguard specialist was also engaged for the preparation of both DRPs but was not
retained under the contract of EA’s supervision consulting team for technical support to
oversight the implementation period of both DRPs. It was reported from PMU/PMISC that,
other specialist from environmental expert and other expert were assigned to replace the
role of social safeguards specialist over the period of both DRPs implementation in 2020.
The engagement of non-social specialist to oversight the implementation of DRPs and
provided advises on project implementation is generally found some compliance gaps on
social part that requires to be fulfilled. However, PMU/PMIS clarified to the EMA that
safeguard specialists have been retained during supervision 2020-2022. International
resettlement expert was only immobilized for a period of 10 Nov 2020 to 28 June 2021
(out of country with no home days and no possibility of travel into country due to Covid).
The specialists have been mobilized again since 29 June 2021. The national resettlement
specialist ran out of input days on 7 December 2020, and extension of days has been
delayed due to delay in approval of the major scope change and PMIS VO5.
c. The project PIB was updated and details GRM included in PIB reflecting GRM functions
and GRC composition and provided with contact details.
d. Prior to the start of DMS and SES, the updated PIB were distributed to all APs who
attended the meetings and spare copies were left with the commune chiefs for distribution
to the APs who were not able to attend. Consultation carried out two more steps on 1819 May 2020 for contract negotiation prior to the start of contract signing with AHs and
compensation disbursements.
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e. In general practices, house to house contract negotiation/contract signing process, and
compensation disbursement are made the same day or a few days later after the
consultation meeting conducted and any disagreement on compensation provision, the
contract was also made available for later decision as per AH’s choices to sign. For these
two DRPs, it was confirmed that IRC-WG got all contract agreement signed by all AHs
(100%) and disbursed the compensation amount the same day or few days later on 29
May 2020. This fast compensation delivery was because of total number of AHs were
small, 24 AHs (26 DMSs) and total compensation was also small when compared to other
DRPs for other projects.
f.

Four pages of contract documents were made in three copies (a copy was provided to
AH) and it contained sufficient information and clauses consistently to the entitlement
matrix, listed of affected assets including trees, compensation rate as per RCS, and
allowances including transportation allowances, allowances for vulnerable AH, allowance
for severely AHs. However, GG-EMA found no allowances recorded in contract document
neither nor provided to 6 vulnerable AHs entitled for the IRP cash assistance as per the
entitlement matrix provisions in the DRPs. Annex 2 provides unofficial translation to the
contract/receipt forms (Figure 6) picked up from surveyed respondents.

g. During the day of compensation disbursement, a copy of compensation receipt was
handed to AP (Figure 6). Other copies were archived to IRC-WG and for financial
documentation. Annex 2 is the unofficial translation to several copy of receipts and
contract collected from surveyed respondent.
h. AHs were allowed with appropriate timing for demolishing and relocating the affected
assets within 30 calendar days period counting from the day compensation was paid to
them, as per Article No.4 stipulated in the contract agreement and confirmed during
household interviews.
Figure 6: Sample copies of contract form and receipt in Khmer signed by AHs
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Source: Copy of contract records presented by AHs during household interview, July-Sept 2021

5.2 Project Impacts and Displaced Persons
DRP1 (Installation of new drainage system in Pursat central town)
51.
According to the approved DRP1, there were 21 AHs/96 APs impacted by the installation
of new drainage system within Pursat central town and no impacts found from the construction of
wastewater treatment plant. The resettlement impacts in DRP1 included the following.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

No permanent/temporary private land acquisition,
Partially loss of a main structure of 1 AH
17 AHs loss of secondary structures (fences, foot bridges, stairs, gates etc)
10 AHs loss different kind of 22 fruit trees
2 AHs permanently loss of livelihood through the loss business and both were entitled
for IRP cash assistances
6 AHs were eligible under the poor and vulnerable group and entitled for vulnerable
assistance allowances and IRP cash assistances of which one of them was included
from DRP2.

52.
As per DRP1, section D, para 39, the temporary impacts to public facilities during the civil
work to bituminous surface and walkways of exiting road were included as part of sub-project’s
scope of works, the improvement of roads and sidewalks along the drainage alignment.
DRP2 (The improvement of 1500m access road to landfill)
53.
Based on the approved DRP2, the improvement of 1500m access road from national road
No.5 to landfill. There were five AHs, and the detail of resettlement impacts in DRP2 included the
following.
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Two AHs loss 1,410 m2 of private farmland permanently acquired by this sub-project,
No loss of main structure
4 AHs loss 5 secondary structures including brick fences, concrete pillars and deep
well.
One AH loss 2 fruit trees
No loss of livelihood
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(vi)

One AH was classified under the poor and vulnerable group and entitled for vulnerable
assistance allowances and IRP cash assistances which was included in DRP1 budget
cost.

54.
The impacts were not deemed significant and therefore this sub-project was classified as
Category B for Involuntary Resettlement and remained in category B during its implementation.
GG-EMA found some gaps and errors (no compensation for a mango tree, a water well, and a
Kokoh timber tree, and underpaid the allowances to 1 vulnerable AH that entitled for IRP cash
assistance) that occurred during DRP2 implementation. These findings were based on the review
of 100% DMSs/Contracts documents provided from RD3 and verified with AHs at sub-project
sites. And it was also consulted and confirmed from IRC-WG. The proposed CAPs are discussed
in section V of this EMA report.
5.3

Comparison Planned DRPs vs Actual Implementation

Planned vs Implemented Impacts of DRP1
55.
Based on internal data, DMSs, Contract documents, and compensation receipts provided
by RD3 on DRPs implementation and field verification with AHs, it is confirmed that there were
some shortcomings that requires IRC to implement the corrective measures through a CAP. Table
5 below provides itemized comparison of differences of DRP1 implementation followed by
narrative description.

Table 5 : Summary-Planned vs Implemented Impacts under DRP1
As per approved DRP1
Ref.
No
1
2
-

Category of impact
Land
Private
Structures
Main Structure (1)

DRP1
implementation
Quant
Number
ity
of AHs*

Quantity

Number of
AHs*

-

-

-

-

72m2

1

18m2

1

-

Secondary structures
(units)

21

17

21

17

3

Trees

22

10

22

10

4
5

Crops
Economic
displacement (2
stalls)

34.1m2

2

34.1m2

2

6

Physicals
displacement
Severely impact (2
stalls)

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

2

7

4

Remarks on any
differences

Underpaid (US$1890)
against the DRP1 and
included in CAP
No different on
quantity but incorrect
classification to 5
units, 2 were
underpaid and 3
overpaid. And
therefore, IRC to pay
additional amount
USD1977.75 to two
AHs.
100% paid with same
amount as per DRP
No different on
quantity but incorrect
classification to a stall
structure4

No difference and
compliance with DRP

DMS and contract classified a stall Type 2A (rate US$35) but EMA assessed the document and downgraded to type
AW3 (with rate US$15). IRC overpaid to AH amounted US$202 but EMA recommends not to take it back from AH.
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As per approved DRP1
Ref.
No

Category of impact

8

Vulnerable AHs

5

Number of
AHs*
5

9
10

Landless
IRP entitlement

0
6

0
6

Quantity

DRP1
implementation
Quant
Number
ity
of AHs*
2
2

0
2

0
2

Remarks on any
differences

IRC re-assessed
VAHs status during
DRP implementation
and excluded 3 of
them from vulnerability
entitlements which
was not aligned with
DRP. EMA
assessment confirmed
they are living under
vulnerable condition.
IRC re-assessed
VAHs status during
DRP implementation
and excluded four of
them from receiving
IRP assistance which
was not aligned with
DRP. EMA
assessment confirmed
they are living under
vulnerable condition.

Source: Approved DRP1 and data provided from RD3/IRC-WG and verified by GG-EMA in July-Sept 2021

56.
Main Structure: It is confirmed that one affected main structure was entitled for 100%
payment of total building size 72m2 where compensation contract paid only affected part 18m2.
Based on document review and field verification it is confirmed that one AH (Thach Tin) was under
payment the compensation received in May 2020 for the affected part of his house (18m2 of total
house size 72m2) and his house was demolished to pave way for construction and rebuilt to the
nearby available land plot. This AH was entitled for receiving full compensation for the entire
house size 72m2 and compensation amount was also included in resettlement budget, Table 17
of DRP1. IRC confirmed this finding and agreed to include as part of CAP.
57.
Secondary Structure: There were no differences in term of quantity of affected secondary
structures and number of AHs during DRP1 implementation. However, GG-EMA found some error
occurred mainly on structures classification compared against RCS report and incorrect
calculation to the size of affected assets. For example, one of the 2 affected stall the DMS and
contract classified that stall Type 2A (equivalence to a house composition with proper wall) with
unit rate US$35 per square meter. GG-EMA assessed the document and downgraded to type
AW3 (structure composition without wall) with unit rate US$15 per square meter. Therefore, IRC
overpaid to AH amounted US$202 but GG-EMA recommends not to take the amount back from
AH. Another example, the affected garage was classified as Type SH2 with unite rate US$17 per
square. GG-EMA assessed the document and upgraded to Type 2B (structure composition of
zinc roof, wooden poles and wall, and cement mortar floor) with unit rate US$56. Thus, IRC
agreed to pay additional amount US$87.75 to AH. Annex 6 provides details of calculation
correction and re-classification of structures following the approved RCS report.
58.
Trees: GG-EMA found no differences to the affected trees of 10 AHs and the
compensation provision were aligned with DRP1.
59.
Economic Displacement and Severely Impacted AHs: As above mentioned to two
affected stalls, where IRC provided incorrect classification to one stall. These two AHs are father
and son in-law and were paid correctly the entitlement allowances for business loss amounted
USD200 plus USD500 IRP cash assistance each.
60.

Physical Displacement: None
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61.
Vulnerable AHs: The DRP1 identified and confirmed 5 vulnerable AHs and all of them
were entitled for cash allowance USD100. However, only two of the five were received allowance
for vulnerable category and three were assessed by IRC-WG during contract negotiation and
confirmed not in vulnerable group. GG-EMA verified those 3 AHs and the results below confirmed
they all are still in vulnerable situation and therefore their entitlement for cash assistance USD100
will need to be paid as part of CAP. Two of the three Vulnerable AH (VAH) as highlighted below
(figure 7) last row confirmed they got additional impacts beyond the paid CoI for road clearance
from the same contractor as part of road improvement from this sub-project. In this regard, GGEMA recommends this finding to be included as part of CAP. PMIS/PMU clarified this issue and
confirmed that the compensation for vulnerable AHs as identified in DMS/DRP is the responsibility
of GDR and should not be mixed with an unanticipated additional impact caused by construction
contractor for Pursat WWTP. These two CAPs are separate issues and processes. PMIS/PMU
also informed to the EMA that a DDR/CAP prepared in January 2022 confirmed the unanticipated
impacts were fully implemented and compensated to AHs by the construction contractor following
DRP entitlement matrix.
Figure 7: Vulnerability assessment and verification of 3 AHs
VAH1: Ban Yam, 66-year-old is a widower woman living with her nephew. She has no children and
jobless. She earns an income from selling of small a number of crops and vegetables which are
growing around the house. She earns approximately 100,000 Riels (USD25) per month in average. This
amount of money is generally spent to buy the monthly medicine for her personal illness, stomach-ache
chronical illness. Her nephew is partially supporting her daily food and covering the expenses of medical
treatment.
VAH2: Toun Phy, 48-year-old woman, is a housewife. Husband’s name Chem Ngy, 51-year-old, who
is a carpenter can earn about US$150 per month in average. They have 4 children, first child’s name
Chem Khang, 18-year-old male, who is hiring labour force and earns approximately US$200 per month
in average. The second child’s name Chem Noeun, 17-year-old male, who assists his father to work
in carpentry. The third child’s name Chem Chhean, 13-year-old male, who is a student and the fourth
child’s name Chem Sreynich, 10-year-old girl, who is a student. Her family has an ID-poor card type 2
and they receive the governmental social safety net funds approximately US$ 128 monthly. This ID poor
card was provided due to many dependent members (12 members) living in a family but now some of
them were moved out after getting married. This family doesn’t own any land plot and been living in this
area (right of canal) for more than 10 years. The main family income source is relied mainly on carpenter
job and governmental support the allowance as family carrying ID-Poor Card Type 1. This AH was also
affected additional assets mainly on trees by the clearance of bigger CoI than the paid CoI.
VAH3: Yun Pov, 38 years old, she is a widow, operating a small grocery store along the road living
with three children. The first child’s name Chhorn Chanheng age 16-year-old, male, the
second child’s name
Chhorn Kompheak with 13,
year-old,
male and the
third child’s name
Chhorn Raksa with 10-year-old male. All of them are student and still in school. Her monthly average
income is about US$75 plus additional support (approximately US$70) from governmental social safety
net fund as poor households carrying an ID-Poor card type 1. The CoI applied for drainage impacted
her staircase only while the CoI extension for road improvement impacted her grocery stall (which was
a grocery and BBQ), tamarind tree, mango tree, and feroniella lucida tree. Her affected grocery stall was
demolished completely in one day to make way for construction. She received the compensation about
$70 for the affected staircase covered by DRP1.
Source: GG-EMA field verification, July-Sept 2021

62.
IRP Entitlements: DRP1 confirmed 6 AHs (one AH was included from DRP2) entitled for
one time cash assistance amount USD500 which was covered for those falling under vulnerable
category. However, none of the six (6) vulnerable AHs as mentioned in above paragraph were
receiving this IRP cash allowance. IRC confirmed this finding and agreed to pay to AHs as part
of CAP.
63.
As per Table 7 of DRP1, the resettlement budget was not included this IRP cash
assistance into the budget estimation to the two (2) AHs who loss business due to permanent
loss of stalls. But they both were entitled to IRP and fully received one time cash assistances
USD500 which contradicted the DRP1.
Planned vs Implemented Impacts of DRP2
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64.
Table 6 below confirmed that all impacts to assets and allowances under approved DRP2
were paid 100% to all AHs but missed to pay one water well, a timber tree, and IRP allowance
provision to one AH. These findings were based on 100% DMS reviewed, and the details of each
reviewed cases are provided in Annex 6 of this EMA report. GG-EMA recommends including and
implement all these findings as part of CAP. Table 6 below provides itemized comparison of
differences of DRP2 implementation followed by narrative description.
Table 6 : Summary-Planned vs Implemented Impacts under DRP2
As per approved DRP2
Ref.
No
1

2

Category of impact
Land
Private (farmland with
titles)
Structures
Main Structures
Secondary structures &
Other structures

DRP2
implementation
Number
Quantity
of AHs*

Quantity

Number of
AHs*

1,410m2

2

1,410m2

2

5

4

5

4

Remarks on
any
differences

No difference
found

One deep well
recorded in
DMS but was
missed to pay
amounted
US$45.

3

Trees

2

1

3

2

One of two
mango trees
(US$51) and
one Kokoh
timber tree of
one AH
(US$30) were
recorded in the
DMS but were
not paid

4
5
6

Economic displace
Physicals displace
Severe impact and
vulnerable AH

1

1

-

-

1

1

No difference
and aligned
with DRP

7
8

Landless
IRP Entitlement

1

1

0

0

IRC excluded
one AH from
receiving IRP
assistance and
this was not
aligned with the
DRP

Source: Approved DRP2 and data provided from RD3/IRC-WG and verified by GG-EMA in July-Sept 2021

65.
Land: there were no differences to affected private owned farmland of 2 AHs (with total
size of 1,410m2) and they both were paid 100% and aligned with DRP2. As per KII conducted
with PIU, EMA clarified the land transfer cost issue with PIU that all cost of land transfer is normally
born by the project not by AHs. IRC to discuss future arrangement on this matter internally for the
next project
66.

Main structures: No main structure was affected.

67.
Secondary Structures & other structures: One deep water well was recorded in the
DMS of one AH but was not included in the compensation contract. As per RCS report, this water
well is costed with total amount of USD45 per unit.
68.

Trees: One mango tree of one AH and one Kokoh timber tree of another AH were recorded
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in the DMS document listed as affected assets by sub-project, but it was not included in the
compensation contact. As per RCS report, this mango tree is provided with compensation unit
rate of USD51 while a timber tree is entitled for one time compensation with maximum value of
USD30.
5.4 Compensation Delivery
69.
As per DRP and confirmation from IRC-WG, the RCS report was prepared by an
independent firm and approved in August 2019 and its unit rate were used for compensation
calculation for both DRPs. This RCS rate was still up to date if compared against compensation
delivery date in May 2020, which was less than one year validity period. Annex 8 is the RCS
report which its compensation rate on affected assets including land were used for compensation
calculation of both DRPs.
70.
For these two DRPs, it was confirmed that IRC-WG got all contract agreement signed by
all AHs (100%) and disbursed the compensation amount the same day or few days later 29 May
2020. This fast compensation delivery was because of total number of AHs were small, 24 AHs
(26 DMSs) and total compensation was also small when compared with other DRPs for other
projects. The compensation delivery was consistently following the DRPs implementation process
as per detail description provided above section 5.1. However, GG-EMA concludes some findings
as above mentioned on section 5.3, the comparison of planned activities under the DRPs vs
actual activities implemented under the DRPs. IRC-WG confirmed and acknowledged the findings
which are discussed in this EMA consolidated report. The EMO will assist IRC-WG with the
preparation of the CAP for implementation and disclosure as per CAP proposal highlights in
section V of this EMA consolidated report. The EMO will be tasked to closely monitor the
implementation of agreed CAPs.
71.
Majority of data from household survey (80%) and case study confirmed that AHs were
paid and received the compensation packages from IRC following entitlement of the approved
DRPs and as per their affected assets measured during the DMS and the same unit rate as per
unit rate provided in the approved DRPs. It was clearly stated in the contract agreement
consistently to the records of yellow stick provided by IRC-WG during the time of DMS. However,
still another 20% of them reported of no clarity on their entitlements specifically on vulnerability
and IRP cash allowances.
72.
Therefore, after initial field findings conducted by GG-EMA in July 2021, all findings have
been informed and discussed with IRC-RD3 via zoom meeting on 1st September 2021 with
participation from RD3 and IRC-WG/PRSC. As result, RD3 confirmed and acknowledge those
findings and provided EMA full access to DMS/Compensation contracts and receipts to do 100%
verification on both DRPs. Based on 100% full document verification, GG-EMA had fielded
another round onsite verification in early September (1-4 Sept) to clarify and conclude on those
findings and come up with CAPs proposal for the way forwards to address the shortcomings under
the DRPs and sub-project implementation civil works gaps in compliances with agreed
resettlement policy principles.
73.
All proposed CAPs from GG-EMA are mainly based on policy principal stipulated in the
approved DRPs and other legal documents signed by both RGC (the borrower) and ADB. GGEMA is not in the position to decide or interfere to any key stakeholders including IRC-WG,
EA/IA, PMISC, and ADB as a development partner.
5.5 AHs that were not Compensated
74.
Impacts as per DRPs: All AHs identified by both DRPs (26AHs) were completely paid by
IRC-WG in May 2020 but still about 20% of them were under paid and or not following the
entitlements of the approved DRPs. Therefore, the proposed CAPs are provided in section V,
sub-section A, CAPs for DRPs implementation.
5.6 Affected Public Facilities
75.
As mentioned in DRPs and information from field verification, it is confirmed that all public
facilities are being improved/re-instated by civil work packages as part of project’s responsibility.
Therefore, no issues to be reported in this EMA consolidated report.
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5.7 Allowances for Vulnerable and Severely Affected
76.
As per detailed discussion on above section for vulnerable and severely affected AHs, it
is confirmed that the allowances provision to 8 vulnerable/Severely AHs for both DRPs were not
in line with the entitlement matrix. With this finding, GG-EMA did the detailed verifications on both
DMSs/contract documents and field interviewed with AHs. Table 7 includes the calculation of
allowances to be provided to remaining six AHs as part of CAP following the entitlement matrix
of the approved DRPs covering the provision of vulnerability allowances and one time IRP cash
assistance in the total amount of USD3300.
Table 7: Calculation of allowances for VAHs and IRP cash assistances
No.

Name of VAH
as per DMS

Vulnerability
allowances
USD100

DRP1 (Drainage and WWTP)
1
Nop Neang
Paid
2
Pen Lang
Paid
3
Bann Yam
Not paid
4
Toun Phy
Not paid
5
Yun Pov
Not paid
6
Thach Tin
N/A
7
Soth Veat
N/A
DRP2 (1500m Access Road to landfill)
8
Pom Sopheap Paid
TOTAL

IRP cash
assistance
USD500

Loss
Biz

Verified by
EMA

Amount
to be
paid
(US$)

Remarks on
eligibility/Entitlements

Not paid
Not paid
Not paid
Not paid
Not paid
Paid
Paid

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Paid
Paid

Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed
Confirmed

500
500
600
600
600
0
0

DMS and interview
DMS and interview
Vulnerability
verification provided
in Figure 7
DMS and interview
DMS and interview

Not paid

N/A

Confirmed

500
3300

DMS and interview

Source: EMA consolidated report, July-Sept 2021

5.8 Level of DPs Satisfaction
77.
Data from surveyed household analysed that majority of surveyed APs were generally
happy and satisfied with the Project’s direct benefit by helping them getting better road and
accessible to proper drainage system in the future and avoid flooding issues.
78.
85% of surveyed household confirmed that they are generally satisfied with the
consultative meetings process carried out prior and during DRPs implementation as above
mentioned (consultation section). However, some of them provided feedback that they should
have known on the provisions in the contract of civil works or in the DRPs on the entitlements for
the works to be carried out outside the COIs. Given that the road clearance is bigger than the
original CoI that they agreed and received compensation to their affected assets. This issue
caused some AHs verbally complaint to Chief of Sangkat/village asking for additional
compensation. In addition, few households raised that the authority should inform AHs for specific
meeting time and schedule of at least two days prior to the meeting day so that they could make
themselves available to attend.
79.
Majority of surveyed AHs (65%) raised that the meeting carried out prior to the contract
signing and payment was a good approach to let AHs aware on the documents requirements and
well understood the unit rate and timing for receiving compensation and relocation. At the same
time, several of them suggested to IRC-WG to provide meeting participants all list of affected unit
rate as per RCS and their entitlements (specifically vulnerable and IRP assistances) for easy
reference during contract signing and compensation payment.
80.
All surveyed AHs confirmed they were fully paid for their affected assets and expressed
their hight appreciation of strong commitment made from IRC-WG on the fastest delivery of
compensation disbursement after compensation contract was signed by each AH.
81.
However, all surveyed households reported slow response on issues related to the CoI
clearance that bigger than paid CoI and underpaid allowance provisions. Such issues were raised
by three AHs for clarification/complaint verbally to chief of Sangkat Pteah Prey during the conduct
of DMS and the DRP implementation stage. However, the three complaints requesting additional
compensation on CoI clearance bigger than paid CoI were peacefully resolved without using the
project’s GRM. It is recommended that any project-related complaint shall go through the project’s
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GRM with proper record as mentioned in the approved DRPs of the Project.

6.

IMPLEMENTATION MAJOR CONSTRAINTS AND RESOLUTION

82.
About 20% of the wrong classification of the affected structures and the underpaid of
allowances were mainly related to the complexity of structure using mixture of materials. At the
time of the CAP implementation, GG-EMA recommends IRC-WG to pay a closer attention to the
entitlements in the approved DRPs. Should a deviation warrant, it should be approved by IRC
prior to compensation.
83.
The absence of a qualified and experienced EMA to review and provide feedback and
corrective actions at the time of DMS (DRPs preparation) and over the DRPs implementation
process were also a constraint which brought in mistakes that trigger noncompliant. IRC-WG’s
efforts in bringing an EMA at this stage of DRPs is helpful in identifying the shortcomings and
corrective measures. The EMA will assist the IRC-WG in the CAPs’ preparation and monitor its
implementation to ensure a full compliance of the DRPs’ implementation to their closure.
84.
It was agreed that any unexpected impacts that may occurs during construction period
and or may causes by construction related activities are to be reported in a separate report by
PMU with support from PMIS that requires to report on such impacts. EMO role is limited to advise
and provide guidance on how the impacts were mitigated/compensated.

IV.

CORRECTIVE ACTION PLANS (CAPS)

85.
Based on above findings, GG-EMA proposed appropriate CAPs as per below Table 8
detailing on specific issues, measures, and actions to be taken, involving responsible agencies
for specific actions, possible implementation timelines, and with remarks. All these proposed
CAPs were fully discussed/agreed and implemented by all relevant parties and institutions prior
to its implementation.
A- CAP FOR DRPS IMPLEMENTATION AND ITS STATUS
86.
There were three actions of CAP implemented as part of DRP1 including the provision of
additional compensation to, 1) underpaid to affected structures/asset’s classification, 2) underpaid
to vulnerable AHs and IRP cash assistances, 3) improving the capacity of GRM/GRC/PGRC
through local Commune/Sangkat focal point to register/resolve verbal complaints from AHs. Two
actions were implemented as part of DRP2 covering the provision of, 1) underpaid to affected
structures/asset’s classification, and 2) underpaid to vulnerable AH and IRP cash assistances. All
details figures on the compensation amount and specific actions to each AHs of both DRPs are
provided in Table 8 below and in Annex 10 (CAP implementation related documents) of this
report.
Figure 8: Compensation disbursed on 17th May 22 as part of CAP implementation

Source: EMA consolidated report, the monitoring period from July-Dec 2021 to Jan-May 2022
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Table 8: CAPs proposals for two DRPs implementations
No.

Gaps/issues
identified
DRP1
Underpaid and
missed/wrong
classification of the
affected
assets/application of
incorrect unit rate

Proposed CAP

Responsible
Agency

Implementat
ion status

Verification of all
affected assets
and reclassify/reapply the unit rate
as per approved
RCS rate

IRCWG/PRSC

Completed
on 17 May
2022

Annex 6 of EMA report
provides details on verification
and re-classification of
affected assets. Two years
(2020 & 2021) inflation rate
equivalence to 2.9%5 each
year were applied.

2

Underpaid on the
provision of
vulnerable
allowances/IRP
cash assistance

Verification of
allowances eligible
to all 5 VAHs
compare against
entitlement matrix
of DRP

IRCWG/PRSC

Completed
on 17 May
2022

Table 5 and Annex 6 of EMA
report provides details on
verification and reclassification. Two years (2020
& 2021) inflation rate
equivalence to 2.9% each year
were applied.

3

GRM/GRC/PGRC
through local
Commune/Sangkat
focal point was not
able to
register/resolve
verbal complaints
from AHs
DRP2
Under payment and
missed/wrong
classification of the
affected
assets/application of
incorrect unit rate

Provision of
additional
training/Complaint
recording/ handling
and resolution
provision

IRCWG/PRSC
and ADB

Completed
as part of
CAP

Focused on verbal complaints
and to properly record/resolve
those complaint following
policy adopted in the approved
DRP.

Verification of all
affected assets
and reclassify/reapply the unit rate
as per approved
RCS rate

IRCWG/PRSC

Completed
on 17 May
2022

Annex 6 of EMA report
provides details on verification
and re-classification. Two
years (2020 & 2021) inflation
rate equivalence to 2.9% each
year were applied.

Under payment on
the provision of
vulnerable
allowances/IRP
cash assistance

Verification of
allowances
eligibility to 1 VAH
compare against
entitlement matrix
of DRP

IRCWG/PRSC

Completed
on 17 May
2022

Table 5 and Annex 6 of EMA
report provides details on
verification and reclassification. Two years (2020
& 2021) inflation rate
equivalence to 2.9% each year
were applied.

1

1

2

Remarks

Source: EMA consolidated report, the monitoring period from July-Dec 2021 to Jan-May 2022

87.
As per this reporting period, CAP was already implemented by PMU/PIU with financial
support from contractor on the issue of missed informed on the clearance of CoI road width bigger
than paid CoI at drainage line 7 which caused by the contractor. PMU/PMIS informed to EMA that
a DDR/CAP prepared in January 2022 covers all unanticipated impacts of Pursat WWTP and
corrective action plan for them. Variation orders for SWM do not cause unanticipated impacts.

V.

CONCLUSIONS & RECOMMENDATIONS

88.
Based on findings above, it is concluded that the implementation of two DRPs were
satisfactorily completed since May 2020 prior to the start of civil work, and it followed the agreed
5

The inflation rate 2.9% for two years period was officially obtained and approved from MEF and ADB
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policy principles stipulated in ADB SPS 2009 and RGC’s Standard Operating Procedures, and
Cambodian laws, and regulations. However, there were some human minor issues identified,
mainly on underpaid to affected structures and allowances to vulnerable AHs and the IRP cash
assistance provision. Thus, CAPs were proposed in this EMA report. These proposed CAPs were
discussed with RD3 and fully implemented by IRC-WG on 17 May 2022. CAPs implementation
used methodology and compensation rate as per approved DRPs with just and fair approach
counting on the remedial action based and two years inflation rate factored the calculation. The
EMA assisted IRC-WG and monitored CAP’ preparation and implementation in all stages till this
completion. GG-EMA confirmed this CAP implementation was fully compliant to the policy and
principle stipulated in DRPs.
89.
Consultation meetings were carried out at all different steps starting from project scoping
stage, RP preparation and DRPs updating stage, and at DRP implementation stages prior to the
provision of compensation. GG-EMA confirmed that IRC-WG and PRSC was fully documented
all consultation meetings in the form of minute meeting and attached it with relevant documents
following the requirement of the approved DRPs.
90.
PGRC was established and GRM procedure was trained to PGRC/IRC-WG/PRSC-WG
prior to DRP approval provided. The PGRC is now functional and operationalized with detail list
of contact of GRC’s focal points reached out to majority of APs through detail explanation on PIBs
as well as during each consultative meeting. GG-EMA found that AHs complaints were verbal
and was not registered. However, all verbal complaints were resolved peacefully by chief of
Sangkat without went through GRM and the GRM was improved as part of CAP implementation.
91.
The impacts were listed, and compensation completed for the affected land and other
assets at the replacement value and provided AHs alternatives and options to replace the lost
assets with the same value and quality of uses. Except few AHs found underpaid on their affected
assets.
92.
Different types of allowances were provided to entitled AHs as per agreed rate provided
in approved DRPs, covering vulnerable allowance, allowance for severely AHs of two business
loss, and cash assistance allowances for IRP program. However, six AHs found underpaid on
vulnerability and IRP allowances which is specified in the proposed CAPs of this report.
93.
There is no landless caused by the land acquisition under Pursat sub-projects as per this
monitoring period.
94.
GG-EMA will start to carry out the post evaluation survey for both DRPs in the next three
months counting from the completion date of CAP, which will be due by 17 August 2022 and
prepare the post evaluation report accordingly.
95.
As per consultation requirement stated in the approved DRP, GG-EMA recommends PMU
to carry out another round of consultation meeting with market vendors to inform them the road
improvement and related mitigative measures to avoid IR impacts as well as business disruption.
PIB is required to be updated and wisely distributed to all participants prior to the start of any civil
work. This is to ensure no income lose happen to any single of business operators/vendors.
96.
With regards to few complaints made verbally and resolved by commune authorities at
L7, GG-EMA recommends to GRC focal point at commune to register and document all those
cases for references.
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KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
NATION RELIGION KING
PURSAT PROVINCIAL ADMINISTRATION
No. 062/18

សសរ/២ពស
DECISION

Of
The Establishment of Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee and Working Group for Cooperation with
IRC in Implementing Involuntary Resettlement for Integrated Urban Environmental in The Tonle Sap
Basin Project That Geographically Located in Pursat Province.
GOVERNOR OF THE PURSAT PROVINCIAL BOARD OF GOVERNORS

នស/រកម/0508/017 released on 24 May 2008, Proclamation on the Law on

-

Seen the Royal Kram No.

-

the Administration of Capital, Province, Municipality, District and Khan.
Seen the Royal Decree No.
0508/506 released on 16 May 2018, ordered to appoint the

-

Governor of the Pursat Provincial Board of Governors.
Seen Sub-Decree No. 216
released on 14 December 2009, On the Roles, Duties and Labor

នស/រកត/

អនក្ក.បក

Relations of the Council Provincial Board of Governors, the Council Municipal Board of Governors,
and the Council District Board of Governors.

សហវ.អដផ

-

Reference letter No. 9377

released on 09 October 2017 of the proposal to establish the

-

Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee and Working Group for cooperation with Inter-Ministerial
Resettlement Committee, IRC in Implementing of Involuntary Resettlement by Integrated Urban
Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project that geographically located in Pursat Province of
Ministry of Economic and Finance.
According to the need of Provincial Administration

.

DECISIONED

1

Article :
Was established the Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee, PRSC and Working Group to work with IRC, in
Implementing the Involuntary Resettlement for Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
that geographically located in Pursat Province, with the following composition:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

H.E Khoy Rida
Mr. Khut Ousphea
Mr. Kang Penghak
Mr. Chab Neang
Mr. Sun Heng
Mr. Leam Bunroeurn
Mr. Pann Morkot

Deputy Governor of Pursat Province
Director of Administration of Provincial Hall
Director of PDPWT
Governor of Pusat Municipal
Director of Department of Economic and Finance

Director of DLMUPC
Director of PDE

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Vice-Chairman (permanent)
Member
Member
Member
Member

Article 2:
This Sub-Committee has duties as following:
• To cooperate with IRC in implementing involuntary resettlement by Integrated Urban
Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project that geographically located in Pursat Province.
• Report to Provincial Governor of the implementation result and request policy to continue IR
implementing in case of any difficulties occurrence.

Informal translation

Article 3:
Establishment of Provincial Resettlement Working Group to cooperate with IRC in implementing involuntary
resettlement for Integrated Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project that geographically located in Pusat
Province with the following composition:
1. Mr. Si Vuth
Deputy-Director of PDWT
Chaiman
2. Mr. Chok Say
Deputy-Director of APH
Vice-Chairman
3. Mr. Bung Tainglay
Deputy-Governor of Pursat City
Vice-Chairman
4. Mr. Phin Narin
Deputy-Director of PDWT
Member
5. Mr. Chhean Techlong
Director of Inter-sectoral Management
Member
6. Mr. Thorn Sophearun
Head of One Window Service Offices
Member
7. Mr. Kaing Kimchhun
Head of Technical Office- PDWT
Member
8. Mr. Chhor Mao
Head of Office- Cadastral of Pursat City
Member
9. Ms. Kim Chakriya
Deputy Chief of Office-PDWT
Member
10. Mr. Keo Rady
Officer of PDE
Member
Article 4:
This Working Group has duties as following:
• To assist Provincial Sub-Committee and cooperate with IRC working group in implementing
involuntary resettlement for Integrated Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project that
geographically located in Pusat Province.
• Report to Provincial Sub-Committee of the implementation result and request policy to continue
IR implementing in case of difficulties.
Article 5:
Any decision that is contrary to this decision shall be abolished.
Article 6:
Director of Administration of Provincial Hall, Governor of Pursat, Director of the Provincial Department of Public
Works and Transport, Director of the Department of Land Management Urban Planning Construction and
Cadastral Affairs, Director of the Provincial Department of Environment, and others as listed in article and

1

article 3 above, must be implement this decision effectively from the date of signing.
Pusat Province, Date 31 July 2018
Provincial Governor
Copy to:
. Ministry of Interior
. Ministry of Economic and Finance
. Ministry of Public Work and Transportation
. Ministry of Land Management Urban Planning Construction and Cadastral Affairs
. Ministry of Environment
. Ministry of Agriculture Forestry and Fishery
. Provincial Council
“To informed”
. As article 6
. Document-Chronology

Informal translation

Mao Thonin

=

Informal translation

Informal translation

ANNEX 2: COPY OF CONTRACT DOCUMENT AND COMPENSATION RECEIPT
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RESULT FROM KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEW
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
SUB-PROJECT:
- Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant
- Pursat Solid Waste Management

I. General Information of Key Informants
Name
Occupation
Institution
Mobile Phone

: Bung Tainglay Sex M Age 40
: Deputy Govenor
: Pusat Municipal
: 012 39 24 74

II. General information of Roles and Responsibilities
1. Under this subproject Drainage In the Sub-project Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant
and Wastewater Treatment Plant and Pursat Solid Waste Management, I fulfilled the roles and
and
Pursat
Solid
Waste responsibilities covering as below:
Management, what is your main
➢ I am a vice-chairman of Project Implement Unit.
role and responsibility?
➢ Participated in all aspects of the implementation of the
involuntary resettlement/DRP’s implementation for both
sub-projects with strong coordination with the InterMinisterial Resettlement Committee. This project is also
responsible from Pursat Municipal Authority.
➢ Directly check all progress at the the sub-project site with
safeguard consultants from PMU and from the Asian
Development Bank.
➢ Implement to pin the holes and mark the line with
engineering team to determine the corridor of impacts in
both sub-projects.
➢ Participate to organize the detailed measurement survey
with the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee.
➢ Cooperate with the Resettlement Working-Group to
collect socio-economic data of affected households
caused by both sub-projects.
➢ Work closely with local authorities; village and commune
for all type of data collection works needed and providing
and informing back the relevant information from the
project to the affected people.
➢ Organized and implemented the public consultation
meetings required by both sub-projects with affected
households and relevant authorities.
2. For this subproject, did you face
any technical problems or any
difficulties
(focusing
on
resettlement related matters) that
hinder those performance of
roles?

In carrying out the work of addressing the impacts of these two
sub-projects, I rarely encountered any technical problems or
difficulties that hindered the fulfillment of roles and
responsibilities. IRC team had a professional team to carry out
the work at sites. Both engineering design and resettlement
team were technically followed with the principles IR policies set
out in the ADB’s SPS. The impacts of these two sub-projects
were generally small compared to other projects that I have been
involved in the past.
➢ In the Sub-project Drainage and Wastewater Treatment
Plant, there were 21 affected households. Those
affected properties were minor on several trees and
secondary structures. It was not affected on any private
land because all Ahs are livings on the right of canal.

Annex3_PIU
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➢ For Solid Waste Management sub-project, Five Ahs
impacted by widening and extension of the existing
access road, and two of those Ahs were affected partially
on their private land plot.
Some minor problems had happened because the involuntary
resettlement implementation had too many steps to follow that
make the DRP implementations in general run a bit slow than
expected. On the other hand, the compensation disbursement
to AH was also late because there were a few verbal complaints
occurred from the affected people clarifying on vulnerable
allowances provision.
3. What kind of technical assistance As mentioned above, the IRC working group has assisted me
and PIU Working Group well covering technical work related to
did IRC/ PRSC supporting you?
facilitate all data collection and consultation. And IRC was also
(Probe for technical support and guide us and all affected people fully understand the project
policies under ADB financing. IRC carried out several trainings
impact resolution)
and capacity building on below topics:
➢ Trainings on data collection methods (DMS/SES)
through interviewing with the affected people.
➢ How to fill out the detailed measurement survey forms
with more focus on affected lands measurement,
houses, trees, structures, and other structures.
➢ Guided PIU and GRC’s focal point on how to use the
complaint logbook, response forms, and complaint
handling procedures.
4. What others technical support do
you need from expert team to
make this subproject implement
better?

According to my observation, IR implementation of both subprojects were smoothly completed without any obstacles so far.
However, I would like to give to IRC and PRSC a suggestion
below:

(Probe for technical supports and
IR impact resolution….)

➢ In case of sub-project affecting private own land, the
transfer of land title to the affected households should be
faster so that AP can use that transferred titles for other
purposes effectively like sale those lands. The problems
were solved successfully with strong coordination from
cadastral office of Pursat municipality, but it seems slow
and unclear about who were the right institution
responsible to pay for land tittle transferring.

II. Project Information Dissemination and IR related policies
5. Do you know which parties are The parties that involved in the IR implementation under these
involved
in
implementing sub-projects includes the following:
• IRC-GDR and IRC’s working group
involuntary resettlement under
•
Project Implement Unit which included the Provincial
this subproject?
Department of Public Works and Transport, Provincial
Authority, Pursat Municipal.
When did this IR implement
• ADB-Social Safeguard
started?
• Pursat Municipality and its official from land
How does the IR work process?
management office
How many stages? This IR
process started before, at the
• Local Authorities including Village and Commune levels
same time or after the
IR implementation and compensation were made to both subconstruction started?
projects prior to the start of civil work.
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The IR Implementation in these both sub-projects started in
2019 and compensation finished in May 2020.
The process of IR implementation divided into 4 steps prior to
the start of civil work.
1. PMU’s Social Safeguards, Project Implement Unit, Local
Authorities checked the sub-project’s site and then the
Engineering Team demarcated the site applying the red
line in order to determine the corridor of impacts (CoI).
2. Based on demarcated CoI, the public consultation
meetings were organized to inform to all AHs and
relevant authorities resettlement policy and steps for
DMS and SES in these two sub-projects. Cut-off date
and entitlements of affected assets and AHs were also
announced in the meetings.
3. After the meetings completed, the Detail Measurement
Survey team of IRC-WG were sent to each sub-project’s
site to measures and record all impacts including land (if
any), houses, other structures, fruit trees and non-fruit
trees, and other secondary properties such as fence,
water well, bridge…etc. All collected DMS documents
were sent to IRC for data processing and updating the IR
plan.
4. As the final step, all affected person and properties were
recorded in contract documents which were drafted by
IRC following compensation rate and entitlement
stipulated in the approved IR plan. Based on this drafted
contract, AHs were asked to sign on it and compensation
were paid few days later.

6. In this subproject, have they had
any public consultation meeting?
How many times? What topics?
Which parties are involved?
(Probe
overall
atmosphere
during the meeting)

IR implementation of these both sub-projects, IRC and PRSC
held the public consultation meetings with the Ahs before DMS.
The public consultation meetings held for 4 times by raising
topics below:
➢ General Information of sub-project such as purpose,
benefit, and resettlement policy.
➢ Sub-project impacts to people’s properties and its
eligibilities to receive compensation based on actual
impacts.
➢ Grievance Redress Mechanism, which established to
receive the complaints and address the various issues
that would happen under the sub-project. All Ahs were
informed they are eligible to file a letter of complaint if
they don’t happy with procedure or any compensations’
items.
➢ Cut-off-date by informing to all affected people not to
construct any buildings/structures or grow the crops on
the project affected site from the set date.
The public consultation meetings were led and organized by the
IRC, PIU, Pursat Municipal Land Management, VillageCommune Authorities, Environmental Team, and APs.
General atmosphere during the meetings run very smooth with
a lot of questions from the affected people and PIU provided
clear responses to each question.
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IV. Measurement and Resettlement Process
7. Are you participated on detail Yes, I have participated in the process of detailed measurement
measurement process? How survey directly in both sub-projects. The process of this DMS
does this process work? What was accurate and correct because there are clear poles of
demarcation to determine the corridor of impacts.
institutions are involved?
➢ The IRC and PIU prepared the documents for the
detailed measurement survey (DMS) which included the
impacts properties including lands, structures, stalls,
trees, and other secondary structures.
➢ This process was participated by IRC, PIU, PDPWT,
Pursat Municipal Land Management, Village-CommuneMunicipal Authorities, and the Aps.
Yes, I also participated in the process as coordinator during
contract signing with AHs and replacement cost disclosure.
According to the DMS and drafted contract documents, IRC
keep copies as a reference to demonstrate and explain detail to
APs. IRC provided the yellow receipts with details notes on the
How does this process work? impacts and its size allowing AHs to verify against the
replacement costs. In case, the affected assets counted
What institutions are involved?
insufficient, APs were able to deny not to singe the contract or
file a complaint.
The key implementer was the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement
Committee and I myself was participated in the process as a
coordinator.

8. Have you participated in the
process of contracting and
replacement
cost
studied
disclosure of this project?

9. Have the affected household
already been received the
compensation? What assets did
you receive for compensation?
Did you know that there are
affected household who have not
yet received compensation?

All affected households in these two sub-projects have received
the compensation since May 2020 based on actual impacts of
lands, fruit trees, houses, stalls, and others secondary
structures.

If not, what are the main reason
why
they
cannot
get
compensation?
10. Did you know that under this Some of Ahs of both sub-projects were classified as vulnerable
subproject, there are vulnerable households.
households affected?
Among 21 Ahs in Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant the
sub-project, there were 5 vulnerable households (they live below
the poverty rate, elder, and widow) identified and 2 affected
households were severely affected by sub-projects.
1. Toun Phy
2. Yon Pov is a widower
3. Ban Yam is a widower
4. Pen Lang is elder and poor
5. Nop Neang is living below the poverty rate
6. Soth Veat is classified as severely household
7. Thach Tin is a severely impact household
Among 5 Ahs who were affected by the access road to land fill
sub-project. One of them was identified as vulnerable affected
household, the income below determined poverty rate).
8. Pum Sopheap is a poor family.
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9. Is there IRP under this project?
How does the IRP process
work? Who involve in this
process? (Probe about an
involving
of
Vulnerable
Households with the IRP
process, and other benefits that
AHs received from IRP)

In the implementing of involuntary resettlement in the both subprojects, the working-group established Income Restoration
Program for restoring the severely impact affected households’
livelihood and the vulnerable affected households. But in
practical work, the IRP program was not implemented because
vulnerable affected households and severely affected
households asked for onetime cash allowance instead of joining
IRP program.

If there is no IRP implemented,
what are the main reasons?
(Probe for one-time cash
assistance instead of IRP
program?
10. Had this subproject established
Grievance Redress Mechanism?
If so, how many levels? Who are
the
involved
committee
members? Have detail name list
and contact number or not? Are
those name list published or
included
in
the
project
brochures?

➢ As mentioned above, the Grievance Redress
Committee was established to resolve the complaints
and dissatisfactions in these both sub-projects with
participation from the village, commune, and provincial
level.
➢ Ahs could file a letter of complaint to the Municipal
through their village-commune authority, if not satisfy
they could continue to PGRC and to the court.
➢ The phone number was pinned on the billboard at the
sub-project site.
➢
11. Are there any complaints about In the process of involuntary resettlement implementation under
the implementation of this these both sub-projects, there were no official complaints from
project/sub-projects? If so, how the affected households at all.
many cases? Are there any
unresolved complaints?
(Probe for the reasons)
V. Opinion and Suggestions on the Project/RP Implementation
12. What is project benefited to in this These two sub-projects provided a lot of benefits to people,
community as a whole?
community, and the whole Pursat city such as:
What is the negative affect on
➢ Provide the city with beauty and reduce the
people?
garbage/solid waste in the public areas.
➢ Reduce sewer blockage during heavy rain and bad
smell of wastewater from people’s use.
➢ Improved public health by reducing outdoors waste
and polluted water.
➢ People can reuse the water after cleaning it because
there are the water treatment plants to treat
wastewater safety and healthy.
➢ Waste storage/waste management is truly accurate
and well-managed from relevant authorities.
For these sub-projects did not provide the negative effects on
people, if any, it was happening only in the construction
period.
13. Are there any negative effects There was a small negative impact that occurred during
during construction? If so, what construction, due to noise from machinery and dust, making
are they? And how are those it difficult to travel.
problems solved? Which parties
and authorities are involved? How These problems were solved by the construction contractors,
satisfied are the Ahs with those watering regularly, and facilitation on traffic flow so that
solutions?
people can travel easily. And the people are satisfied with
those solutions as well.
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14. In your opinion, how are you In my opinion, I am satisfied with this IR implementation
satisfy with IR implementation process, because each stage of IR implementing was clear
process of this subproject?
and following to the principles and resettlement policy from
starting till completion.
How is the subproject consistently
implemented from the start up to
this present time?
15. Other opinions and suggestions
I do not have any comments or suggestions, because the IRC
team, as well as the PIU/PRSC, perform their work fully and
well. If possible, just speed up the process of implementing
the remaining work faster.
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RESULTS FROM KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEW
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
SUB-PROJECT:
- Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant, DRP1

I. General Information of Key Informant
Name
Occupation
Institution
Mobile Phone

:
:
:
:

Tanh Chhin, Sex M, Age 65 years old
Member of Sangkat Council
Sangkat Phtah Prey
092 622 481

II. General information of Roles and Responsibilities
1. Under this subproject Drainage and Under Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Planet SubWastewater Treatment Plant, what is Project, I have main responsibilities as below:
➢ Participated in meeting with resettlement working
your main role and responsibility?
group to organize work plan for implementing
involuntary resettlement in Sangkat.
➢ Cooperated with village chief to mobilize affect
people to join the public consultation of the subproject.
➢ Participated and facilitated in detail measurement
survey and contracting and replacement cost
process.
➢ Prepared and set up the place for public consultation.
2. For this subproject, did you face any In the process of implementation under this sub-project, I
technical problems or any difficulties face some difficulties as below:
➢ Some affected people are getting joules from one to
(focusing on resettlement related
another on total compensation amount because
matters)
that
hinder
those
some people get less, and some people get more
performance of roles?
based on their affected properties and its unit rate.
➢ After excavation and installation of drainage system
along the existing canal completed, the municipal
authorities were working to widen the paved road up
to 10 meters width. This expansion further affected
the properties of additional households either side of
the road. As a result, people were verbally
complained asking for compensation. Municipal
working group cooperated with chief of Sangkat
Phteah Prey were working together and resolved
those problems peacefully.
3. What kind of technical assistance did In this sub-project implementation process, the Provincial
Resettlement Sub-Committee and working group have
IRC/ PRSC supporting you?
provided technical support as following:
(Probe for technical support and
impact resolution)

➢ Provide guidance to the Sangkat / Village authorities
on each stage of the resettlement process.
➢ The IRC and PRSC-Working Group always
participated to work with affected household and
help local authorities to resolved problems with Ahs
on time.
➢ Provided training to PRSC and PGRC on how to
write/receive the complaint letter and complaint
handling procedure as well.
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4. What others technical support do you For me, I don’t need any other technical support because the
need from expert team to make this resettlement working already provided enough.
subproject implement better?
(Probe for technical supports and IR
impact resolution….)
III. Project Information Dissemination and IR related policies
5. Do you know which parties are As I know, the parties that involved in implementing
involved in implementing involuntary involuntary resettlement under this sub-project are following:
• IRC, Ministry of Economic and Finance
resettlement under this subproject?
• Pursat Provincial Working Group
• Provincial Department of Public Work and
When did this IR implement started?
Transport
How does the IR work process? How
•
Municipal
authorities
many stages? This IR process
• Cadastral authority
started before, at the same time or
after the construction started?
• Sangkat and village authorities
• And affected households
This IR implement started since 2019 and finished
compensation in May 2020.
The implementation of IR processes divided in 4 stages:
1. Public Consultation Meeting with AHs and all
authorities
2. Detail Measurement stage
3. Contract Signing and Replacement Cost disclosure
stage
4. And Compensation disbursement
The IR implementation is done before the construction
started.
6. In this subproject, have they had any The project working group and resettlement provincial subpublic consultation meeting? How committee held the public consultation 3 times before DMS
many times? What topics? Which stage at Sangkat Phtah Prey Hall.
➢ In the meeting, the resettlement working group
parties are involved? (Probe overall
motioned about some topic such as: the sub-project
atmosphere during the meeting)
design, the impacts to people properties, DMS
procedure, the entitlement of Ahs to received
compensation and the cut-off-date. They also
informed the Aps about the right to complain if there
is something wrong with the resettlement process.
➢ This public meeting is involved from IRC, PRSC,
Municipal working group, Sangkat/Village authorities,
and affected households.
➢ For the atmosphere during meeting was good and no
coercion. There were questions and answers session
between the project working group and Aps.

IV. Measurement and Resettlement Process
7. Are you participated on detail Yes, I have participated in DMS process. I think the process
measurement process? How does went smoothly and accurately. The DMS team measured the
this process work? What institutions details for all assets affected by sub-projects and then
recorded in a proper document with Ahs. The details of
are involved?
records were covering the properties that affected by project
such as land, house, trees, and other structures. In this subproject, there is no impact on private land because the area
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that the project installs the drainage were within the canal
right of way.
8. Have you participated in the process Yes, I have participated in the contracting and replacement
of contracting and replacement cost cost disclosure, in this process the resettlement working
group has explained the impacts detail to Ahs and lets Ahs
studied disclosure of this project?
do thumbprint to accept the affected size as wrote in the
How does this process work? What contract. After thumbprint Ahs will get yellow receipt to
received compensation payment. This process went
institutions are involved?
accurately without coercion.
The Person that involved to work in this process are from IRC,
Provincial
Sub-Committee,
Municipal
authorities,
Sangkat/Village authorities, and Aps.
9. Have the affected household already
been received the compensation?
What assets did you receive for
compensation?
Did you know that there are affected
household who have not yet received
compensation?
If not, what are the main reason why
they cannot get compensation?

All affected households who are impact by this sub-project
got full compensation already on housing, stalls, trees, and
others secondary structures. They got the compensation
payment before the construction stated.

10. Did you know that under this As I know, there are 5 vulnerable household who affected by
subproject, there are vulnerable the implementing of this sub-project. They all are living under
poverty rate.
households affected?
11. Is there IRP under this project? How
does the IRP process work? Who
involve in this process? (Probe about
an
involving
of
Vulnerable
Households with the IRP process,
and other benefits that AHs received
from IRP)
If there is no IRP implemented, what
are the main reasons? (Prove for

Yes, the resettlement team also said about the Income
Restoration Program for vulnerable affected household, but
this program was not running, I don’t know the reason. For
the allowance or cash-assistant instead of this program, the
resettlement team also mentioned, just not sure with amount
and not clear whether vulnerable Ahs got it or not.

one-time cash assistance instead of
IRP program?
12. Had this subproject established
Grievance Redress Mechanism? If
so, how many levels? Who are the
involved committee members? Have
detail name list and contact number
or not? Are those name list published
or included in the project brochures?

Yes, this sub-project was established Grievance Redress
Mechanism by set up the committee from Village, Sangkat,
Municipal and Provincial level to receive the complaints from
Ahs and if Ahs not satisfied with this committee resolution,
they could file a complaint to court.

The detail name list of GRC were posted in Sangkat but it is
now removed as this sub-project already finished its
implementation for more than a year already
13. Are there any complaints about the There was no formal complaint letter logged on IR
implementation of this project? If so, implementing under this sub-project. But as above motioned,
how many cases? Are there any there were verbal requests/clarifications on compensation
amount which already resolved based on detail explanations
unresolved complaints?
on different affected assets and unit rate.
(Probe for the reasons)
V. Opinion and Suggestions on the Project/RP Implementation
14. What is project benefited to in this I think that this sub-project provided a lot of benefit to people
and community such as:
community as a whole?
➢ Have standard drainage system, no more bad smells
What is the negative affect on
or dirty water that affect to people’ health.
people?
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➢ Reduce sewer blockage of water that normally
leading to flooding people's houses.
➢ Provides good environment in the community
➢ Have better road and easy for travelling for daily
working.
This sub-project didn’t have negative impact to community, it
was a minimal impact on the private properties which were
successfully implemented/compensated.
15. Are there any negative effects during
construction? If so, what are they?
And how are those problems solved?
Which parties and authorities are
involved? How satisfied are the Ahs
with those solutions?

During construction period, there were some disruptions to
people's daily living during the period of construction. It was
caused road dusty and muddy, and difficult to get in and out
of the house.
The above problems were solved by the contractor speeding
up the construction process and regularly watering the road
minimizing the dust.

16. In your opinion, how are you satisfy In my own opinion, I am satisfied with this IR implementation
with IR implementation process of process under this sub-project, the resettlement team carried
out the work clearly in each phase and no force relocations of
this subproject?
the affected assets.
How is the subproject consistently
implemented from the start up to this I don’t see any bias during the whole process of IR
implementation.
present time?
17. Other opinions and suggestions

I don't have any comment or suggestion.
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RESUTS OF KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEW
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
SUB-PROJECT: Pursat Solid Waste Management, DRP2

I. General Information of Key Informants
Name
Occupation
Institution
Mobile Phone

: Koun Rith Sex: M Age: 49
: Village Chief
: Toul Makak Koeut
: 017 279 792

II. General information of Roles and Responsibilities
1. Under this subproject Drainage
and Wastewater Treatment Plant
and
Pursat
Solid
Waste
Management, what is your main
role and responsibility?

2. For this subproject, did you face
any technical problems or any
difficulties
(focusing
on
resettlement related matters) that
hinder those performance of
roles?

3. What kind of technical assistance
did IRC/ PRSC supporting you?
(Probe for technical support and
impact resolution)

4. What others technical support do
you need from expert team to
make this subproject implement
better?
(Probe for technical supports and
IR impact resolution….)

Under the Pursat Solid Waste Management Sub-project
related to the resettlement impacts on widerning and
construction of extension of the access road to the new
landfill, I fulfilled the roles and responsibilities covering as
below:
➢ Worked as a coordinator to provide the information
to the affected households.
➢ Participated in the detailed measurement survey
under the sub-project on the people properties in
the Toul Makak Kert village with Provincial
Resettlement Sub-committee.
➢ Participated in coordinating to present the land
locations and the affected location in the detailed
measurement survey.
➢ I am a member of grievance redress committee in
village level, that the duty is to facilitate the
complaint for affected households from village to
commune level.
For this Solid Waste Management Sub-project
implementation, I did not face any major technical
problems because project affected only 5 households. And
there are few difficult problems, there was one affected
household who tried to protest because he wanted more
compensation. Yet, the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement
Committee and Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee
tried to mediate and resolve the issues peacefully and
acceptablly.
The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee and
Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee provided the
supports to me as a local authority to work for sub-project
as below:
➢ Supported based on the process of organizing the
meetings plans and provided the clear work
division.
➢ Provided the trainings on the proper procedure
how-to-write and how-to-receive complaints.
➢ Introducing
about
technical
solid
waste
management and other benefits related-to project.
What the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee and
Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee provided to me,
that was good and supportive enough to assist in my work
implementation. So, I don’t have anything to suppose.
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III. Project Information Dissemination and IR related policies
5. Do you know which parties are
involved
in
implementing The parties that involved in the impletmenting involuntary
involuntary resettlement under resettlement under this sub-project are such as:
• Village-Commune Authority
this subproject?
• Pursat Municipality Authority
• Pursat Municipality of Land Management,
When did this IR implement
• Provincial Department of Public Works and
started?
Transports
How does the IR work process?
• Ministry of Environment
How many stages? This IR
process started before, at the
• Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee, IRC
same time or after the
• Asian Development Bank, ADB
construction started?
➢ This sub-project started to implement the
involuntary resettlement in 2019 and finished the
compensation process in 2020.
➢ The implementing of involuantary resettlement
under the sub-project were classified into 3 stages:
1. Measuring and detailing the property impacts.
2. Public consultation meetings and detailed
measurement survey phase.
3. Contracting, replacement cost disclosure, and
compensation payment phase.
➢ The involuntary resettlement process above
finished completely before the construction
process start; it means that all affected people got
full compensation before the start of construction.
6. In this subproject, have they had In the involuntary resettlement implementation process
any public consultation meeting? under the Solid Waste Management Sub-project, held
How many times? What topics? many public consultation meetings.
Which parties are involved?
➢ I have participated for 3 times which located in the
(Probe
overall
atmosphere
affected location and Pursat Municipality.
during the meeting)
➢ In the public consultation meetings, the
Resettlement Working-Group covered some topics
such as:
• Name of the sub-project
• Project design and purpose of the sub-project
• The impacts of the sub-project
• The eligiblity to receive the compensation and
resettlement policy.
• The eligiblity to file complaint
• Anouncing the Cut-off-date and forbiddening
the affected people not to grow crops or
construct the buildings on corridor of impacts
after that day.
➢ In this public consultation meetings consisted of
Q&A session as well, that allowed the affected
people be able to ask in order to clear their doubts
(questions).
➢ In this public consultation meetings run peacefully
with many debatable questions on the impacts and
the resettlement policy but it was not violence.
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IV. Measurement and Resettlement Process
7. Are you participated on detail
measurement process? How In the detailed measurement process on the impacts under
does this process work? What the Solid Waste Management Sub-project, I always
worked with IRC working group and presented the affected
institutions are involved?
land locations as a local authority. I think the detailed
measurement survey was truly accurate and clear
because it was participated by the affected households or
having their representative to join instead in case they
missed.
➢ This process involved from Village-Commune
Authority,
Pursat
Municipality,
Provincial
Department of Public Works and Transports,
Pursat Municipality of Land Management, InterMinisterial Resettlement Committee, and the
affected people.
I
did
not
participate in the process of contracting and
8. Have you participated in the
process of contracting and replacement cost studied disclosure. I only just provided
replacement
cost
studied the information and coordinated the affected households
to participate in.
disclosure of this project?
➢ As far as I know, this process involved from InterMinisterial Resettlement Committee, an official
How does this process work?
from Provincial Department of Public Works and
What institutions are involved?
Transports,
Provincial
Resettlement
SubCommittee, an official from Pursat Municipality.
Five households were affected by access road widerning
and construction of extension of the access road
connecting to the new landfill under the Solid Waste
Management Sub-project. All five AHs received the
compensation already. As far as I know, there is no
Did you know that there are affected household that do not compensated to date.
affected household who have not
yet received compensation?
**Previously, based on the implementation work under the
If not, what are the main reason sub-project, we have found that there are five households
why
they
cannot
get who settled within 300 meters away from the new landfill.
compensation?
10. Did you know that under this Among of the five affected households, one household
subproject, there are vulnerable was classified as vulnerable Ah living below the poverty
line.
households affected?
9. Have the affected household
already been received the
compensation? What assets did
you receive for compensation?

11. Is there IRP under this project?
How does the IRP process work?
Who involve in this process?
(Probe about an involving of
Vulnerable Households with the
IRP process, and other benefits
that Has received from IRP)

The sub-project suggests the Income Restoration Program
(IRP) for the affected house who lived around the existing
dumpsite, but this program not yet implemented.
For the five affected households which were impacted by
widerning and construction of the extension of the access
road to the new landfill, there is no IRP program for them.

If there is no IRP implemented, I din’t know about one-time-cash assistance provision to
what are the main reasons? AHs instead of implemnting IRP program.
(Prove
for
one-time
cash
assistance
program?

instead

of

IRP

12. Had this subproject established The Grievance Mechanism have also established to
Grievance Redress Mechanism? facilitate the complaint handling for this sub-project. The
If so, how many levels? Who are GRM committee was established to receive any complaint
that may lodg from AHs. The comitte was composed of
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the
involved
committee
members? Have detail name list
and contact number or not? Are
those name list published or
included
in
the
project
brochures?

village-commune level, municipal level, provincial level,
and lastly court.
The affected people could file a letter of complaint directly
to the Pursat Municipality through their village-commune
authority.
➢ For the list name and the numbers, I did not have it
because the project working group just mentioned
it during the public consultation meetings.
The
resettlement
work under the sub-project, there were
13. Are there any complaints about
no
any
official
complaints
at all but there had some verbal
the implementation of this
complaints
about
the
compensation
price.
project? If so, how many cases?
Are there any unresolved
complaints?
(Probe for the reasons)
V. Opinion and Suggestions on the Project/RP Implementation
14. What is project benefited to in This Sub-project of Solid Waste Management provided
many benefits to the people, the community and whole
this community as a whole?
Pursat
province as below:
What is the negative affect on
➢
People live in the good environment because of the
people?
good waste collection and waste management.
➢ Get a clean road for commuting
➢ People in this area can get a job opportunity in the
new landfill because the new landfill is a place to
store and recycle for benefits, so, it needs a lots
staff.
➢ There are no negative effects in the sub-project.
15. Are there any negative effects During the construction process, there were no problems
during construction? If so, what and obstacles because the access road to the new landfill
are they? And how are those did not have many people to residence and most of the
problems solved? Which parties affected assests were land fields.
and authorities are involved?
How satisfied are the Has with
those solutions?
16. In your opinion, how are you In my opinion, the process of the impletmenting involuntary
satisfy with IR implementation resettlement (IR) under this sub-project from the beginning
to the end is accurate and clear because the IRC working
process of this subproject?
group followed the policies of resettlement process and did
How
is
the
subproject not abuse on the people.
consistently implemented from
the start up to this present time? I am satisfied with this involuntary resettlement
implementation.
17. Other opinions and suggestions I don’t have any additional comments/feedbacks on the the
impletmenting involuntary resettlement.
I just would like to suppose that when the new landfill
construction would finish and being used, the manager of
the new landfill should maintain based on the set standard
and be well management to avoid leaking of the waste or
the wastewater which can cause environmental damage.
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RESULTS FROM KEY INFORMANTS INTERVIEW
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
SUB-PROJECT:
-

Pursat Solid Waste Management, DRP2

I. General Information of Key Informants
Name
: Sim Chomrern Sex M Age 50
Occupation
: Member of Sangkat Councilor (Vice Chief of Sangkat)
Institution
: Roleap Sangkat
Mobile Phone
: 077 687 584
II. General information of Roles and Responsibilities
1. Under this subproject Drainage and
During the implementation of involuntary resettlement for
Wastewater Treatment Plant and
Solid Waste Management sub-project, I fulfilled the roles
Pursat Solid Waste Management, what
and responsibilities as a local authority covering the below
is your main role and responsibility?
areas:
➢ This sub-project was to develop the access road to
newly develop land fill. And my role was to fully
participated all steps IR study to identify the
affected location of that access road.
➢ Coordinated to inform the people who had the land,
and all residents locating along the access road to
participate in the public consultation meetings.
➢ Introducing and announcing to people about the
Solid Waste Management sup-project (the access
road) and informing to all five AHs the details of
resettlement impacts.
➢ Participated in detail measurement survey process
and did demarcated the site to determine the
corridor of impact with the Inter-Ministerial
Resettlement Committee and resettlement working
group.
➢ Participated in contract signing process with AHs
and IRC working group and monitor if it is reliable
and acceptable by both parties.
For
the
implementing of involuntary resettlement under the
2. For this subproject, did you face any
technical problems or any difficulties sub-project of the solid waste management, I faced some
(focusing on resettlement related technical problems and difficulties that hinder my roles and
matters) that dinder those performance responsibilities such as:
of roles?

➢ Regarding the construction of new landfill site,
when the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
and Asian Development Bank’s representative first
came to study and determine the site, there were
not any residential households. But after studying
for 4 to 5 years (the project was not implemented)
the site of this project (the new landfill), many
households have begun to settle while the project
was being implementing the construction of new
landfill. They are not happy to have dump site near
their house, yet, they did not affect on their
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3. What kind of technical assistance did
IRC/ PRSC supporting you?
(Probe for technical support and impact
resolution)

4. What others technical support do you
need from expert team to make this
subproject implement better?
(Probe for technical supports and IR
impact resolution….)

properties by this sub-project at all. The
environmental team of this sub-project claimed
that surrounding the landfill about the 350 meters
should be banned the settling of people because
the toxic smell (substances) from the garbage’s
waste can harm to human health. However, five
households are living within 300 meters from the
landfill and some households are vulnerable. In
this case, I don’t know the resettlement working
group and authority of Pusat City could find any
solutions yet.
➢ The resettlement previously has a few problems
because the household affected on their land, they
demanded higher price than the market price. But
the resettlement working group compensated to all
AHs based on price approved by Ministry of
Finance and Economy which were studied by
independent firm. The resettlement working-group
explained details about the approved land price,
and then AHs agreed to accept it peacefully.
The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee and
Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee Working group in
the Project of Solid Waste Management provided the
technical support to me as below:
➢ Facilitate and resolve with people when they had a
grievance, or they did not happy with the protocol
procedures quickly and timely.
➢ Assist to introduce the grievances procedure and
teach about how-to mediate (coordinate) with
people.
➢ Train about the protocol complaint procedure and
receiving the complaints
➢ IRC also coordinate on land tittle transfer to the
affected household as all those affected land plots
were with proper hard land titles.
For this Solid Waste Management Sub-project, I think that
the IRC-WG including ministry level, provincial authorities,
and municipal authority provided sufficient technical
supports and consultations to me. And there were nothing
missing as per my observation. We implemented this work
so well.
The IRC working group defined clear protocol and
procedures and provided with reasonable explanation to
APs that made people understand about this sub-project
clearly.

III. Project Information Dissemination and IR related policies
5. Do you know which parties are The involuntary resettlement under the sub-project of solid
involved in implementing involuntary waste management, the parties involved in the
implementation process as below:
resettlement under this subproject?
• Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee (IRC)
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When did this IR implement started?
How does the IR work process? How
many stages? This IR process started
before, at the same time or after the
construction started?

• Asian Development Bank (ADB)
• Provincial and Municipal Authority
• Provincial Department of Public Works and
Transport
• Municipal Authority of Land Management
• Village and Commune Authority
• The affected households
➢ In the implementing involuntary resettlement under
this Solid Waste Management Sub-project started
in 2019 and the compensation was finished since
May 2020.
➢ The involuntary resettlement divided into 3 stages:
(1). The public consultation meetings provided
about sub-project information and the complaint
handling procedures for the people in the villages.
(2). The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
and Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee
working group measured the details and then filled
in the detailed measurement survey for the affected
households. The working group asked the affected
people to verify the affected assets, then provide
thumbprint to accept the impacts as recorded in the
DMS document. And finally, AHs were provided the
receipts to acknowledge those impacts prior to sign
on contract document.
(3). The compensation payment to the affected
households were made based on the contract
documents reflecting all list of assets which were
sated in the DMS.
➢ The implementation of involuntary resettlement
was started and finished before the construction
process. The compensation was paid to the AHs
completely prior to the start of civil work for this
access road.

6. In this subproject, have they had any
public consultation meeting? How
many times? What topics? Which
parties are involved? (Probe overall
atmosphere during the meeting)

Under this Sub-project of Solid Waste Management, The
Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee and Provincial
Resettlement Sub-Committee held the public consultation
meetings many times.
➢ the public consultation meetings held 3 times at the
affected locations (villager’s house) and 1 time at
the Pursat municipal.
➢ In this meeting, some topics were raised such as:
(1). Demonstrating and explaining about project
design and the project benefits.
(2). The project impacts and the procedure of the
impact measurements.
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(3). Specifying about the resettlement policy with
the affected households and the eligibility to
receive the compensation.
(4). Informing the cut-off-day by telling the people
that they were forbidden (no eligibility) to grow the
crops and construct the buildings the on the
affected land anymore.
(5). The Eligible to complaints in case the people
did not happy on some part of the project, they had
an eligible to complaints through village-commune
authority to the municipal authority and the InterMinisterial Resettlement Committee (IRC).
➢ The public consultation meetings participated by
The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
(IRC), Pursat Municipal Authority, Provincial
Authority, Village-Commune Authority, Provincial
Department of Public Works and Transports, and
the affected households.
IV. Measurement and Resettlement Process
7. Are you participated on detail In the process of detail measurement, I also participated
measurement process? How does this in. The detail measurement was participated by the
process work? What institutions are landowners, chief village, commune council, provincial and
municipal authority, municipal Sub-Department of Public
involved?
Works and Transports and The Inter-Ministerial
Resettlement Committee (IRC).
I think this process is precise and accurate because the
resettlement working group used DGPS machine and
cable meters to measure the impacts in measuring
process.
In the DMS process, the land owners were fully
participated with IRC working group and coordinated by
village/commune authorities, the technical officials from
cadastral office of Pursat municipality and other relevant
actors.
8. Have you participated in the process of I participated in the process of contracting and
contracting and replacement cost replacement cost studied disclosure to work as a
coordinator to facilitate other woks. The Inter-Ministerial
studied disclosure of this project?
Resettlement Committee (IRC) clarified the price of each
How does this process work? What affected assets to the people.
After The public consultation meetings finished, The Interinstitutions are involved?
Ministerial Resettlement Committee (IRC) told the affected
household to verify the affected trees and buildings before
signing on the contract.
The process runs smoothly and was participated by chief
village, chief of commune, provincial authority, municipal
authority, Provincial Department of Public Works and
Transports, the officials from land management, the InterMinisterial Resettlement Committee (IRC).
Annex 3_Vice Chief of Sangkat_Roleap
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9. Have the affected household already
been received the compensation?
What assets did you receive for
compensation?
Did you know that there are affected
household who have not yet received
compensation?
If not, what are the main reason why
they cannot get compensation?

Five affected households in the subproject received 100%
of the compensation based on the lands, crops, structures,
and other trees.
The compensation process commenced before the
construction process started. All affected household
received the compensation fully.

10. Did you know that under this As far as, I knew in this sub-project of solid waste
subproject, there are vulnerable management, there was one affected household, which
was identified as vulnerable household and was affected
household affected?
on their land severely including trees, and water well.
(Name Pom Sopheap)
11. Is there IRP under this project? How
does the IRP process work? Who
involve in this process? (Probe about
an involving of Vulnerable Households
with the IRP process, and other
benefits that AHs received from IRP)
If there is no IRP implemented, what
are the main reasons? (Prove for one-

As far as, I knew this sub-project have the Income
Restoration Program for severe affected households and
vulnerable households. I did not know if this program is run
or not.
I did not know there was a special sponsorship/ allowance/
one-time cash assistance for the severe affected
households or vulnerable affected households.
I just knew that they compensated based on the actual
time cash assistance instead of IRP
impacts.
program?
12. Had this subproject established Grievance Redress Mechanism was established and
Grievance Redress Mechanism? If so, started its works during the implementation of resettlement
how many levels? Who are the under this sub-project. The PGRC was established with
involved committee members? Have assigned specific grievance committee member which
detail name list and contact number or participated by village-commune, municipal, province
not? Are those name list published or level. In cases the affected households wanted to file a
letter of complaint; they can file it to municipal authority
included in the project brochures?
through the support from village-commune authority.
The detail name list of assigned GRM focal points were
posted/disclosed to AHs during the meeting for receiving
the complaints.
13. Are there any complaints about the For this sub-project of solid waste management (The
implementation of this project? If so, landfill to bury the solid waste) and the access road
how many cases? Are there any improvement had no grievances or complaints at all.
unresolved complaints?
(Probe for the reasons)
V. Opinion and Suggestions on the Project/RP Implementation
14. What is project benefited to in this The construction of the landfill under the sub-project of
solid waste management provided the benefits and
community as a whole?
What is the negative affect on people? positive impacts on the people and the whole community
such as:
➢ People got the good road for travelling, that can
provide them more convenience and make the
beautiful village and commune.
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15. Are there any negative effects during
construction? If so, what are they? And
how are those problems solved?
Which parties and authorities are
involved? How satisfied are the Ahs
with those solutions?

➢ Get the modern landfill with standard of hygiene
and recycling trash for people’s benefits as well.
➢ The solid waste management in the village,
commune, and city run better and no more
inorganize waste disposal.
➢ Getting a good living environment leads to good
health as well.
Negative impacts on the people such as:
➢ Because this new landfill site located too close to
the people house. Thus, it can release the toxic
substances from waste to people who live closer to
that area. And, there are five households living
there with distance around 300 meters to the land
fill site.
During in the construction period, there were no negative
effects or disturbances from excavation. There were no
grievances/complaint from people within and around the
sub-project site. The contractor proceeds their works
based on the agreed demarcated CoI applied during the
DMS.

16. In your opinion, how are you satisfy In my opinion, I am satisfied with the whole process of IR
with IR implementation process of this implementation in this sub-project. According to my
observation and my involvement since the beginning until
subproject?
now was reliable and accurate.
How is the subproject consistently
implemented from the start up to this
present time?
17. Other opinions and suggestions

➢ I would like to ask the authority to manage and
maintain the road that had built to be stable and
durable for longer uses.
➢ I would like to request the working-group who are
responsible for the solid waste management to
perform their work consistently and patiently in
order to keep cleanliness of the developed site.
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ANNEX 4: CASE STUDY OF VULNERABLE AHS
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VULNERABLE HOUSEHOLD CASE STUDY
DRP1- PURSAT DRAINAGE AND WASTEWATER TREATMENT PLANT SUB-PROJECT

1). Ban Yam: 66-year-old is a widower woman living with her nephew. I have no children and
jobless. I earn an income from selling small number of crops and vegetables which are
growing around the house. I earn approximately 100,000 riels per month in average (USD25). This
amount of money is generally spent to buy the monthly medicine for my personal illness, stomachache chronical illness. My nephew partially supporting my daily food and covered the expenses of
treatment fee.
A line of my fence was affected by this sub-project. This impact did not affect to my daily livelihood
in principle but somehow temporarily disturbed my time to in demolishing and reconstructing those
part after receiving compensation. In addition, during the construction period, there were no
problems for me because I am not live there at that time. I received a total amount of compensation
US$288.00 for the affected part of my fence. I didn't receive any cash allowance for VAH or cash
allowance for IRP program at all. I am not sure if I am eligible to receive those allowances or not.
I think this sub-project has provided me and people in the community some benefits such as
receiving the drainage and wastewater treatment plant, reducing clogging drainage or flooding
people’s house, people here could live with better environment and hygiene.
I received a lot of information about the sub-project through several times of public consultation
meetings. The resettlement working group demonstrated about the project impacts and policy, the
procedure of resettlement planning and the entitlements to receive the compensation on any impact
to house, trees, and structures. Unfortunately, I did not participate in the process of the detail
measurement survey, but I trust that the working group was measured the impact to my fence
accurately according to the agreed contract provided to me.
The working group also informed me and other APs
about the people’s right to file any complaint or raise
any concerns to the project if we don’t happy with any
points. The complaint letter can be made to Pursat
municipality through the support from Village and or
Sangkat Chief covering from detail measurement stage,
replacement costs, and prior to the compensation
provision.

I did not participate in the process of the detail measurement survey, but I think that the
working group has measured impact accurately according to the agreed contract.
If compared to the last last 3 years, my livelihood has remained the same without changing

because the impact of this sub-project has not affected my livelihood and living conditions.
In addition to that, I got the compensation that can replace my affected asset and partially
supporting my medical expenses.

Case Study
External Monitoring on DRP-1/DRP-2 of Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC QUESTIONNAIRE OF AFFECTED HOUSEHOLD

Integrated Urban Environment Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
My name is __________I am one of the team members from an independent research company called Green
Goal Ltd.We are the team of data collector for socio-economics study of the affected people that were impacted under
Integrated Urban Environment Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project, Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Sub-project and Solid Waste Management Sub-project. As a result, we would like to ask for your pemission to kindly let our team make some inquiries related to your household. Usually, the interview takes about half-an
hour (30 minutes). All the infomations recieved from your household’s interview will be kept confidential, personal and
unrevealed to anybody apart from the project team. The participation in this interview is voluntary, if you feel uncomfortable in answering some questions, you can decide to not answer it if you wish. But, we are still hoping that you will
involved in this interview as much as possible because all the information recieved from this is important to evaluate
this project and other futher projects too.
S1. Questionnaire code |___|___|___|___| (Based on the name lists provided by the IRC)
S2. Village ____________S3. Commune _____________ S4. District ______________ S5. Province ________________
S6. Interview date |____|____|____|
S7. Start Time ______________S8. End Time: ______________S9 Duration: ______________minutes
S10. Interviewer’s name: _______________________ Code ______________
S11. Supervisor's name: ______________________Code ______________S12.Date |____|____|____|
S13. The Quality Controller's name ________________ Code____________S14. Date |____|____|____|
S 15. Project Intengrated Urban Environment Management in Tonle Sap Basin
1. DRP-1 Pursat Drainage and Watewater Treatment Plant Sub-project
2. DRP-2 Pursat Solid Waste Management Sub-project
S16. Affected Location
3. DRP-1 Drainag Sytem on exiting canal northern of Pursat City
4. DRP-2 Widening and construction of extension of the access road to new landfill
S17. DMS Number..........................., (According to DMS’s list provided by the IRC)
S18. Selected target sample AHs
1. General affected households
2. Vulnerable households who are living below the poverty line, widow head of household, Elderlies, and Disables, landless, and indigenous household etc.

I. Respondent's Information
Q.1

Respondent’s name

_____________________________Nickname__________

Q.2
Q.3
Q.4

Gender
Age
Relationship with Head of HHs

Q.5

Phone Number

1.Male
2. Female
______________ Years old
1. Head of Household 2. Husband/Wife
5. Non-relative (Other people)
_____________________________

3. Children

4. Relatives

II. Head of Household's information
Q.6.A. Head of HHs’ name
Q.6
Q.7
Q.8

Q.6. B.Sex

_____________________________________
Ethnicity
Language

Cambodian
1

Cham
2

1

2

Q.6.C. Age

2. Female.

1.Male

Vietnamese
3
3

__________Year old

Laotian
4
4

Chinese
5

Others

5

III. Demographic information and household's situation
Q.9. Currently, does your household have the poor identification card?
1.Yes
0. No (If no please skip to Q10)
Q.9.1. If yes, what type of poor identity card do you have?
1. Poor 1
2. Poor 2
Q.10
How many members are there in your household?
________people
0
Q.11

How many male members are there in your household?

________ people

How many female members are there in your household?

________ people

1
Q.12
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No.

Group
of Age

Q.13.1. Number of
members who don’t
have a job
1.Male

1

Under 18
years old

2

18 to 40
years old

3

Over 40
years old

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

2.Female

Goverment staff
Private Sector/Organization
Farmer
Big scale Business/corporation
Construction worker
delivery/carrier
Workers
Farming
Factory Worker
Fisherman

Q.14

Q.13.2. Number of household’s members who have a job
1. Male

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Type of occupations (Code below)

2.Female

Type of occupations (Code below)

[___] [___] [___]
[___] [___] [___]
[___] [___] [___]

[___] [___] [___]
[___] [___] [___]
[___] [___] [___]

[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]

[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]

[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]

[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]
[___]

Crafts
Online Business
Restaurant
Street vendor (National Road)
Forest products
Small vendor stall
Animal raising (Family)
Mechanic (Car, Motor...)
Tailor
Event organizer (Embellishment)

If compared to the start of this project (during DMS Phase), how
is your main occupation status?
[If choose C please skip to question no. 15]

Q.13.3.
Total members
1.Male

2.Female

[___] [___]
[___] [___]
[___] [___]
[___] [___]
[___] [___]
[___] [___]
21. Traditional musician/Archar
22. Skilled workers
23. Hairdresser
24. Broker (Cow, buffalo, rice...)
25. Migration
26. Worker (Agriculture Sector)
27. Retired Officer
97. Others ………………………………
………………………………………
………………………………………

a.1. Increase

b.1. Decrease

c. The Same

IV. Household's Asset
1. Household's Asset
Q.15
Q. 15.1

Currently, do you have your own land?
[ If No, please skip to question no. 17]
What type of land do you own?
a.1. Agricultural Land
And how many square meters
(M2)?
a.2. ________________m2

0. No

1.Yes

b.1 Village/Residential
Land
b.2 _____________ m2

c.1. Industry Land
c.2. __________ m2

If compared to the start of this project (during DMS phase), how a.1. Increase
b.1. Decrease
is the status of your land?
c.1 The Same
a.2. _______% b.2. ________%
[If choose C please skip to question no. 17]
Q.16. a.3 If increase, why?
1. Purchase more land (from project compensation)
5. Encroached public forest
2. Purchase more land (personal budget)
6. From debt reduction
3. Relative authorized
97. Others_____________________
4. State or public authorized
Q.16.b.3
If decrease, why?
1. Affected by the project.
5. Someone else has violated the land.
2. Sold out the land for treating mental illness
6. Gave to relative.
3. Sold out the land for pay off debt.
7. Sold out the land to buy other necessities
4. Sold out the land to expand business
97. Others_________
Among the assets below, which asset do you currently own?
Q.16

Q.17
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Type of asset

Quantity

Price estimate (USD$)

Television
Radio
Satellite (DTV, One TV...)
Telephone
Mobile Phone
Desktop
Laptop
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Among the assets below, which asset do you currently own?
Q.17
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
97

Type of asset

Quantity

DVD Player
Internet (WIFI)
Battery
Air-con
Solar Pane
Sewing Machine
Refrigerator
Washing Machine
Fan
Machine (using gasoline, diesel...)
Walking Tractor (KOYUN)
Tractor
Harvester
Milling Machine
Plumbing Machine
Other Motor
Bike cycle
Motorbike
Car
Tuk Tuk
Truck (for delivery goods, sand…)
Roemok
Others
What type of your family’s properties were affected by
project?

Q.18

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Price estimate (USD$)

Resident Land
Agriculture Land
House
Other Structure
Fruit tree and crop

V. Houshold’s Income, Expenditure and Debt
1. Household’s Incomes
Q.19

What is the source of income in your family? (Please describe)
Source of income

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Agriculture Product
Selling Animal or Raising animal product
Selling (All king of groceries)
Selling fishing product
Selling timber forest product
Worker (labor force) + factory workers
Handicraft
Public/state or Organization staff
Big scale business
Transportation (Moto,Tuk Tuk,Car Taxi…)
Migration (Occasionally)
Construction (Contractor…)

13
14
15
16

Mechanic (Car, Motor...)
Tailor/Hairdresser (Owner of shop)
Broker (Animal, rise...)
Event organizer (Embellishment, wiseman…...)
Painter
Veterinarian
Loan Provider
Worker using skill (Tailor, cooker…)

17
18
19
20

a.

Monthly basis
(US$)

b.

Number of
times/months per
year basis

c.

Year basis (US$)
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21

Agricultural equipment lender (Milling Machine, Harvester…)
income from money exchange/ transection fees
Online Businesses
Others________________________

22
23
97

2. Income from other supportive
Q.20

1
2
3
4
97

What is the source of income in your family (Non-Salary)? (Please describe)
Income source (Non-Salary)
b. Number of
a. USD ($)
c. For year basis (US$)
times/months per year
Retirement Salary
Support from government
Support from relatives
Incomes from renting
Others_______________________
A. Monthly basis ($)

Q.21

B. Yearly basis ($)

What is your family total income?
________________$

If compared to the start of this project (during the DMS
phase), how is the status of your income? Increase or
Q.22
decrease ?
[If choose C please skip to question no.23]
Q.22. a.3 If increase, why? (Mutiple answer)
1. Receiving more yield from agriculture products
2. Can do farming activities 2 or 3 times per year.
3. Increasing agricultural yields due to adequate water
resources
4. increase household’s members to become income
earners
Q.22. b.3 If decrease, why? (Mutiple answers)
1. Received low yield of agriculture product.
2. The agricultural land become smaller than before
3. The price of agricultural products low than before
4. Household's income earners not able to works as
usual
5. loss of occupation/jobs caused by COVID -19
6. Agricultural products are still decreasing

a.1. Increase

b.1. Decrease

a.2. ________%

b.2. ________%

_______________$

c. The Same

5.
6.
7.
97.

The price of agricultural products has increased
Other’s income has increased.
Wages has increased
Others. ____________________

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
97.

Low agricultural yield due to insufficient water resources
Others income has decreased.
Natural Disaster (Drought, Flood, wind gut)
Losing labor force
Wages rates was decreased
Loss of business caused by project
Others _________________

3. Household’s Expenditures

1

What are the sources of your household expenses? (Please describe)
Source of expenditure
How much does your household spend for food?

2

How much does your households spend for clothes?

3

How much does your household spend for entertainment?

4
5

How much does your household spend for paying taxes on
house, land, business, car?
How much does your household spend for electricity fees?

6

How much does your household spend for education (if any)?

Q.23

7
8
9
10
11
12

a. Monthly
basis (US$)

b. Number of
times/months per
year

c. Yearly basis
(US$)

How much does your household spend for repaying the loan
(if any)?
How much does your household spend for inhouse water usage
fees?
How much does your household spend for health care (if any)?
How much does your household spend for health body care (sanitary necessities)?
How much does your household spend for transportation?
(gasoline /other fees)
How much does your household spend for ceremony? (wedding
or others festival)
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97

Q.24

Q.25

Q.25a.3

Others (Please specific) ______________________________
A. Per Month ($)

B. Per Year ($)

____________$

______________$

How much is total expenditure in your family?
If compared to the start of this project (during DMS phase),
how is the status of your household expenditure? Increase
or decrease?
[If choose C please skip to question no.26]

a.1. Increase

b.1. Decrease

a.2. _______%

b.2. _______%

c. The Same

If increase, why? (Mutiple answer)

1.

Spent more on agricultural (renting agricultural equipment/land/ fertilizers)
2. The prices of market goods were increased
3. Water supply and electricity bill costs are more expensive
than before
Q.25. b.3 If decrease, why? (Mutiple answer)
1. Decreasing of cost of renting agricultural equipment
2. Decreasing of cost of water supply for agricultural activities
3. The prices of market goods were decreased
4. Water supply and electricity bill costs are cheaper than before

4.
5.
6.
97.

5.
6.
7.
97.

Education expenses more than before
Spent on health care (chronic disease)
Spent on ceremonies (wedding/festival)
Others ________________________

Less spending on health care (fewer sickers)
Less spending ceremonies (wedding/festival)
Household’s member has decreased.
Others ________________________

4. Debt status
Q.26

Currently, does your household borrow money from any other source below?
[If choose 0, 98, 99 please skip to question no.28]

Q.26.1

if yes, How much does your household borrow?

Q26.2

What is the purpose of borrowing that money ? No more than three answers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Q.27
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
Q.28

Q.29
1.
2.
3.
4.
Q.29.1
1.
2.

0. No
1. Yes

99. Refuse
98. Don't know
………………………$

For health care/ diseases treat7. For purchasing additional agricultural 12. For children to migrate in other
ment
land
countries.
For payoff another debt
8. livelihood impacts caused by the
13. Buy Motorbike/Car
For school/education expense
project
14. Marraige/ceremonies
For setting up business
9. Purchasing the residential land.
97. Others ______________
For agricultural related
10. Construction/renovation of houses
For purchasing the new house
11. For household expenses
What are some possible ways that your household seeks to manage and pay off for debt? (no more than 3 answers)
Loan without interests
7. funded by NGOs, Government, relaDepends on children’s job.
tives
Depends on the wage (labor
8. Sell agriculture product
force).
9. Sell animals (Buffalo, Cow, Chicken,
Expand business
Duck...etc.)
Depend on monthly salary (Hus10. Depends on compensation payment
band/wife)
11. Sell small scale groceries/groceries
Sale of paddy land/or other land
sale
types
If compare to the start of this project (DMS started),
how is the status of your debt? Increase or decrease ? a.1. Increase
[If choose C please skip to question no.30]
a.2. ______%
If increase, why?
Expand new business
For health care/ illness treatment
For payoff another debt
For school fees/education expenditures
If decrease, why?
Occupation or household income is enough.
Reduced the cost of agricultural products.

12. Borrow from another MFI.
13. Borrow from private loan provider.
14. Saving/ Tong Tin
15. Other property in house
98. Don’t know.
99. Refuse 97. Others__________

b.1. Decrease

c. The Same

b.2.______%

5. For buying other properties
6. For children migration (Thailand, Korea, China…)
97. Others ______________________________
3. Reduced on cost of health care.
97. Others _______________________________

VI. Source of Electricity
Q.30

Currently, is your household connected to the electricity? [If choose 0
please skip to Q34]

1. Yes

0. No
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1. Electricity that operating by the Government/ Provincial
Governor/ District Governor
2. Electricity that operating by a company/private individual
___________________ Riels

Q.31

If yes, what types of electricity connection?

Q.32

How much does the electricity cost (per Kw/h)?
Please compare about the advantage for using electricity
1. Decrease
2. Better
3. The same
from the start project to the present
If you don’t connect to any electricity source, which power source does your household use? (No more than 3 answers)

Q.33
Q.34
1.
2.
3.
4.

Battery
Generator
Kerosene lamp
Candle

5. Flashlight
6. Solar pane
7. Gas lamp
97. Others ________________

VII. Source of Cooking
Q.35
1.
2.
3.
4.

What cooking sources do you use in your household? (no more than 3 answers)
Firewood
Charcoal
Gas
Natural bio-gas oven

5. Cow excrement
6. Electricity
97. Others _________________

VIII. Usage of Toilet
Does your household have a toilet? If choose 0 [please skip to Q.40]

Q.36

1. Yes

0. No

1. Dry toilet 2. Toilet with a dug hole 3. Squat Toilet
4. Water-flushed toilet
97. Others: ___________________
Q.38
Please compare about the use of toilet from the start project to the present
1. I Changed from defecation to proper toilet.
4. I Changed from dry toilet or toilet with a dug hole/water2. I am still using the same toilet.
flushed toilet.
3. Using toilet with sufficient water
97. Others_____________________________
Q.37

What type of the toilet do you have?

Q.39

If there is no toilet ,how does your family members currently defecate ? (Multiple answers)

1.
2.
3.

Defecate by digging the ground and back-filling
Defecate in the rice field
Community toilet

4. Defecate in the forest.
5. Using relative’s toilet (neighbors, sibling, mother.)
97. Others ______________________________

IX. Usage of Water source
1. Water source for household using and drinking
Q.40

In currently, does your family have connected to clean water system?
0. No
1. Yes
[If choose 0 please skip to Q.42]
Q.41
How did the water supply improved? [no more than 3 answers]
1. I changed from using other water sources to clean
4. I am still using the existing clean water supply
water supply system
97. Others ________________________
2. adequate clean water supply system
3. good water quality
Q.42
If no, what is the water source do you use?
1. well water 2. water truck provider

3. Rainwater

4. River, lake, pond, stream

97. Others____________________

2. Water sources for watering home gardening
Q42.1

What types of water source that use for watering crops in your village / commune?

1. well water 2. water truck provider 3. Rainwater

4. River, lake, pond, stream

97. Other______________

3. Water sources for cropping/farming
Q42.2 What are the mains of water resources that you used for farming?
1. Main Canal 2. Secondary Canal 3.Tertiary Canal 4. Rainwater 5. River 7. lake, pond, stream 97. Others____________

X. Education
Q43
1
2
3
4
Q44

In your community or village, does it
consist public school or not?
Primary School
Secondary School
High School
University
In your community or village, does it
consist private school or not?

Have

Don’t Have

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

Q43.1 Distance from house to school (m)

Q44.1 Distance from house to school (m)
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1
2
3
4

Primary School
Secondary School
High School
University
Are there any barriers to getting an education?

Q45

1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0

A. Have

B. Don't have

Q45.1

Currently, in your family, do you have any problems for
your child's education?

Q45.2

Are there any difficulties or obstacles in your community for your child getting an eduction?

If compared to the start of this project (DMS started)
until now, has education improved or declined?

Q46

Q46.1

If decline, what are the reasons?

Q46.2

If improve, what are the reasons?

(Answer B skip to Q46)

1. School is too far away from home.
2. Family livelihood factors
3. Difficult transportation
4. Insufficient study materials
5. Caused by COVID-19
97. Others…………………………
1. School is too far from home.
2. Family livelihood factors
3. Difficult transportation
4. Insufficient study materials
5. Caused by COVID-19
6. Insecurity issues
97. Others…………………………
1. improve

2. Decline

3. The Same

1. School is too far from home.
2. Family livelihood factors
3. Difficult transportation
4. Insufficient study materials
5. Caused by COVID-19
97. Others…………………………
1. School is next to the house.
2. Family livelihood factors become better.
3. Transportation is better than before.
4. There are adequate of study materials.
97. Others…………………………

XI. Access to public/private health care service
A.

No.

Q.47

Q.48

Q.49

Q.50

Q.51

Around this area, are
there any health service
center? If yes, how far distance from here?
For non-serious disease,
which health services do
you prefer to go for the
treatment of the illness?
For serious disease,
which health services do
you prefer to go for the
treatment of the illness?
when women give childbirth, which health services center do you more
prefer to go?
Which health services do
you think is the most
effective?

Provincial
referral
hospital

1-Yes
1.A.1.1Distance.......m
0-No

B Health service Center at
village/commune
1-Yes
1.B.1.1Distance.......m
0-No

C District referral hospital

D Private health
service provider

E Traditional
Healer/midwife

1-Yes
1.C.1.1Distance.......m
0-No

1-Yes
1.D.1.1Distance.......m
0-No

1-Yes
1.E.1.1Distance.......m
0-No

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

E

Code

Please describe about the general health problem and barriers in your family
and within this compound area.

Q.52

A

Q.52.1

B

Generally, what type of health problem does your family encounter most frequently?
(Not more than 3 answer)
In this area, what are the health problem that people always encounter frequently?
(Not more than 3 answer)

Type of diseases and
barriers
(use the code below)
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A&B Code of disease

1. Malaria

4. Typhoid

2. Dengue

5. High-blood
pressure
6. Cold, Fever
99. Refuse

3. Diarrhea
22. COVID-19
Q.52.2

C

7. Chronic
disease
8. Headache

10. Eyes, Nose

13. Hepatitis

16. HIV/AIDs

19. Polio

11. Skin disease

17. Brain system

20. Malnutrition

9. Diabetes
97. Others

12. Bone, joint

14. Breathing
problem
15. Tetanus

18. Hemorrhoid
98. Don't know

21. Heart disease

What are the barriers that you and other people in this area challenges with in
seeking for health service? (No more than 3 answers)

C Barries code
1. Shortage of transportation
2. Difficult road or too far distance
3. Difficult to access to medicines
4. Shortage of general knowledge
5. Shortage of physicians/doctors

6. High fees/expensive (service and medicine)
7. Safety and security problem
8. Limited of medical knowledge
98. Don't know
99. Refuse

97. Others............

XII. Infrastructure, Drainage system and Solid Waste Management
1. Better

2. Decrease

3. The same

If compared to the sub-project since it first started
Q.53. until now, Drainage System and Solid Waste
Management in your area are better or worse?
1.
2.

Q53.1

If it is worse, why? (Answer not more than 3)

Q53.2 If it is better, why? (Answer not more than 3)

Insufficient drainage system
Clogged / only when it rains, the water does not flow, causing
flooding
3. Existing drainage system is damaged
4. Drainage without cover / no net to hold the solid waste
5. Garbage is not collected / collected not on time
6. Garbage scattered all over the road, no order
7. No standard landfill / recycling
97. Others………………………
1. Adequate drainage system
2. Drainage never had a blockage problem
3. Drainage with cover and solid waste net
4. Maintenance and repair as often from authority
5. Have garbage collection service / timely collected
6. There is a standard landfill / recycling landfill
7. Garbage/solid waste is well managed by the authorities
97. Others…………….

XIII. General evaluation for changing of household livelihood
Q.54

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Please rate the level of public service and general infrastructure which is compared with before the start of Integrated
Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS-1) until this present?
Answer
Much
Remarked
Better than
Just the
Worse
Question
better
better (fairly)
previous little
same as
than
or medium
before
before
Road for travel in village/commune
1
2
3
4
5
Drainage system /Maintenance
1
2
3
4
5
Getting local health services
1
2
3
4
5
Getting education for children (having classrooms, have enough teachers, appropriate
1
2
3
4
5
learning materials)
Getting clean water for using
1
2
3
4
5
Getting electricity for using
1
2
3
4
5
Getting garbage collection service
1
2
3
4
5
Market to sell and buy products
1
2
3
4
5
Opportunity for getting a job
1
2
3
4
5
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Q.54

No.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Please rate the level of public service and general infrastructure which is compared with before the start of Integrated
Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (TS-1) until this present?
Answer
Much
Remarked
Better than
Just the
Worse
Question
better
better (fairly)
previous little
same as
than
or medium
before
before
Running other occupation in village/commune
1
2
3
4
5
Easy access to loan service or credit
1
2
3
4
5
Getting information about market
1
2
3
4
5
Households’ Income status
1
2
3
4
5
Migration status
1
2
3
4
5
Immigration status
1
2
3
4
5
Theft, Robbery
1
2
3
4
5

XIV. Suggestion and measures for project improvement
Public consultation meeting discloses before the detail measurement survey (DMS)
Was there any public consultation meeting before the
1. Yes
2.
DMS?
Q55.1
If so, how many times?
……………………………………
Q55

Q55.2

Did you or your family member attended the meeting?

1.

Yes

2.

No

No

Did the IRC/PRSC-WGs explained in detailed about the
1. Yes
2. No
detail engineering design (DED)?
Q57
Did the IRC/PRSC-WGs explained in detailed about
1. Yes
2. No
DMS process?
Q58
Did the IRC/PRSC-WGs explained in detailed about the
1. Yes
2. No
procedures or process of the involuntary resettlement
implementation?
Q59
Did the IRC/PRSC-WGs explained in detailed about the
1. Yes
2. No
Grievance Redress Mechanism procedure and process?
Q60
Did the project team distributed the project information
1. Yes
2. No
booklet PIB to the participants?
Q61
Were the name and contact number of the Grievance
1. Yes
2. No
Redress Committee (GRC) were districbuted in the
PIB?
Q.62
What is the lack of point during the public consultation meeting in this project?
1. Did not introduce clearly the position of each team members
7. The IRC/PRSC-WGs did not explained all the needs of
2. Explanation on the project implementation procedures is not
relevant documentations for the DMS clearly.
clear.
8. The IRC/PRSC-WGs did not emphasize clearly about
3. The PRSC-WGs did not present the project detail engineerreplacement cost study RCS rate during the meeting.
ing design.
9. There are no shortcomings.
4. Did not distribute Public Information Booklet to participants
10. Respondents did not attend the meeting.
5. Local Authorities did not inform to the AHs about meeting.
97. Others_______________________________________
6. Excessively participants in the meeting, the AHs cannot
listen well
Q.63
What methods would you like to suggest for improving for this public consultation meetng?
1. The position and responsibilities of each relevant stake5. The IRC/PRSC-WGs should distribute the Public Inholders should be introduced clearly.
formation Booklet to participants in every meeting.
2. Local authorities should inform to all AHs about meeting.
6. Limited the number of participants in the public meet3. The IRC/PRSC-WGs should present the project detail engiing
neering design during the meeting.
7. During RCS disclosure, should explain clearly
4. The IRC/PRSC-WGs should detail explains about the Invol8. Respondents did not attend the meeting.
untary resettlement implementation procedures and pro0. No any idea
cess of (emphasis on each phase)
97. Other______________________________________
Detailed Measurement Survey Process
Q64
Did you participate during the detail measurement sur0. Yes
1. No
vey with the IRC/PRSC-WGs? (If answer 1 skip to
Q66)
Q65
If not, why?
1. I was not informed.
4.
Relatives participated instead.
2. I was busy with my personal matters.
97. Others…………………
3. Disabilities
Q.66
What is the lack of point for the process of detailed measurement survey?
Q56
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1.
2.

DMS for this project was not accurate.
6.
IRC/PRSC-WGs did not conducted the socio-ecoLocal authorities did not inform clearly about the date of
nomic survey of all AHs (make as a group)
DMS measurement.
7.
IRC/PRSC-WGs did not registered all the affected
3. The measurement survey was so fast, some of assets were
assets into inventory list.
missing count.
8.
There are no shortcomings.
4. The IRC/PRSC-WGs did not answer all Ahs' questions dur9.
Respondents did not attend the meeting.
ing the measurement.
97. Others____________________________________
5. The IRC/PRSC-WGs conduct the DMS without the participations from AHs
What methods do you have to improve for the processing of detailed measurement survey for this project or others
Q.67
projects?
1. Local authorities should inform to Ahs 2 days before the
4.
The Socio-Economic Survey for Ahs should be surconduct of DMS process.
veyed at their own house, it is easy for them to pro2. During the DMS survey, the AHs or their household memvide information.
bers should participate and confirm about the affected as5.
Respondents did not attend the meeting.
sets
0.
No any idea
3. IRC/PRSC-WGs should answer and provide an explain to
97.
Others___________________________________
all questions of Ahs.
Processing of the contract singe and RCS disclosure
Did you or your family member has attended the RCS
Q68
disclosure and contract signing? (If answer 1 skip to
1. Yes
2. No
Q70)
Q.69
If no, why?
1. I was not informed.
4. Relatives participated instead.
2. I was busy with my personal matters
97. Others…………………
3. Disabilities
Q.70
What is the lack of point for processing of the contract singe and RCS disclosure?
1. The process of contract signing still have some shortcom5. IRC/PRSC-WGs did not allow the Ahs to see the RCS
ings.
rates
2. IRC did not tell and inform the Ahs about relevant docu6. The RCS rates were too low, and it is not to fit the
ments for contract signing.
market value.
3. During the process of contract signing, the IRC/PRSC-WGs
7. There are not shortcomings.
did not explain about rates of affected assets before signing
8. Respondents did not attend the meeting.
on the contract
97. Other____________________________________
4. The contract signing required too much documents.
What methods do you have to improve for processing of the contract signing and payment for this project or others
Q.71
projects?
1. The local authorities should inform the Ahs about relevant
4. local authorities and other relevant institutions should
documents to be prepared for contract signing.
facilitate with the AHs whenever, there are any certifi2. IRC/PRSC-WGs should distribute the RCS rates and excates to be required to confirm the ownership or idenplain clearly to the Ahs.
tity of the AHs.
3. The compensation rates should be higher than this
5. Respondents did not attend the meeting.
0. No any idea
97. Others_____________________________________
Processing of the compensation payment and other cash assistances
Q.72
Did you get the full compensation 100% yet?
1. Yes
2. No
Q.73
When did you get the compensation payment?
…………………………………..
Q.74
Which institutions provides?
1. Ministry of Economy and Finance
Q.75
Can you show me the compensation payment receipt?
1. Yes
2. No
(take a photo, if possible)
Q.76
In addition to compensation for affected assets, did you
1. Yes
2. No
receive any other cash allowance?
Q.76.1 If so, what type of cash allowance?
1. Allowance for relocation of stalls and other secondary
4. Allowance for venerable (100$)
structures (50$)
5. Allowance for IRP on severely impact (500$)
2. Allowance for temporarily affected to business (200$)
97. Others______________________________
3. Allowance for dismantle house or construction (50$)
Q.77
What do you think about the process of the compensation payment?
1. Received full compensation according to the list of affected
3. Delayed too long after contract signing
assets
4. There are no shortcomings.
2. Receive inadequate compensation according to the list of
97. Others______________________________
affected assets
Q.78
What methods do you have to improve for the process of compensation payment in this project or others project?
1. Compensation calculation should be clear and accurate.
4. The transportation allowance should be increase
2. Payment period should be early than this.
97. Others______________________________
3. Other cash allowance/assistance should more than this
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Grievance Redress Mechanism
Have you ever filed a complaint that related to the IR
implementation before?
Q.80
If yes, whait is the complaint?
1. missed count on the affected assets
2. The constractor blocked the waterway and flooded the
crops and paddy fields
3. The constractor blocked waterways and flooded the
residential land or houses
4. Incorrect detail measurement survey
5. Calculating was not consistant with the RCS
Q79

Was the complaint response?
If yes, what is the solutions? (in writing) and fulfill your
needs or not ? (base on the RP implementation)
1. Getting verification again
2. Receiving rejection letter
3. Receiving official approval as required
Q.83
During the construction progress, did you encounter
any an obstacle to your living and or livelihood?
Q.84
If yes, what are the obstacles?
1. Difficult to travel, and there is no detour
2. There is loudly noise from the construction machineries
3. Unruly construction workers
4. excavation beyond the COI

1.

1.
2.
3.
Q.87
1.
2.
3.
Q.88
Q.89
1.
2.
3.
4.
Q.90
1.
2.
3.

Did the contractor facilitate resolve for those problems?
If yes, what are the solutions?

2.

No

Compensation rate does not correspond with the
market value
7. The received amount is different from the contract
amount
8. Damaged roads / dusty issue that caused by
contractor
9. No detour (to enter the house or paddy field ...)
10. The contractor excavted beyond the corridor of
impact
97. Other______________________________
6.

Q.81
Q.82

Q.85
Q.86

Yes

1.

Yes

2.

No

4. No any resolutions
5. Has advised to submit to higher-level of GRM
97. Others______________________________
1. Yes
2. No
5. Affected on daily business
6. Disrupt to farming activities
7. Traffic safety
97. Others______________________________
1.

Yes

2.

No

Provide compensation for those affected assets
during the construction work.
5. Reinstatement of those affected property back to
the previous condition
97. Others______________________________
And which institutions and authorities were involved in the complaint resolve?
Village/Commune
4. IRC/PRSC working group
District/Province
5. Grievance Redress Committee
Court
6. Contractor
Did you accept those solutions?
1. Yes
2. No
What is the lack of point for complaint resolve in this project?
IRC/PRSC did not explain clearly about the Grievance
5.
Do not know how to write the complaint, and do
Redress Mechanism to AHs
not know who to seek for advice
the complaint resolve seems ineffective
6.
There are no shortcomings.
The complaint resolve took too long time
7.
Respondents did not attend the meeting.
The complaint resolves with many times, and there is no
97.
Others______________________________
results
What methods do you have to improve for the complaint resole in this project or others project?
The IRC/PGSC should explain the GRM procedure and
4.
There is no shortcoming
process clearly to AHs
5.
Respondents did not attend the meeting.
IRC/PGRC and local authorities should distribute the
97.
Others_____________________________
complaint form to AHs if they wanted to file the complaint
Provide contact number and name list of PGRC to AHs
whenever AHs needed.
Unacceptable solution
Participated in the complaint resolving and accepted with
all relevant stakeholders
Resolved through grievance redress committee (GRC)

4.

Thanks for participating in the interview.
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ANNEX 6 : 100% REVIEWED RESULTS FROM DMS/COMPENSATION DOCUMENTS

28

100% Review of DMS, contract documents and compensation provision

No.

Name

Impact as per DRP

Assets
Data in
Unit Cost as
recorded in
DRP
per RCS report
DMSs

Amount

Total
compensation
Total
Allowance Allowances
IRP Cash compensatio amount as per Balance Due
for
for loss of
Assitance n amount
entitlemens and
to AHs
vunerability business
impacts reviewed
paid
by EMA

DRP 1

$ (5,173.75) $

1

Nop Neang

Kapok tree (item)

2

Pen Lang

Zinc Fence (Lm)

3

Bann Yam

4

Toun Phy

Wooden pole barbed wire fence
(m2)
Wooden pole with bared wood
Fence (Lm)
Jack fruit

1

$

7.00

$

7.00

$

100.00

N/A

$ 500.00

$

107.00

$

607.00

$

(500.00) IRC confirmed to provide US$500 IRP cash assitance as part of corrective plan

17.4

11.6

$

18.00

$

208.80

$

100.00

N/A

$ 500.00

$

308.80

$

808.80

$

Rate provided in DRP calculation for zinc fence was US$9.5 while RCS and compensation
(500.00) contract confirmed US$18 per lm. DRP calculated zince fence in m2 while RCS confirmed
Lm. IRC to pay US$500 IRP cash assitance to AH as part of corrective plan.

48

48

$

6.00

$

288.00

$

100.00

N/A

$ 500.00

$

288.00

$

888.00

$

$

100.00

N/A

$ 500.00

$

136.10

$

736.10

$

N/A

$ 500.00

$

70.00

$

670.00

$

N/A

200

500

$

1,550.40

$

3,440.40

$

N/A

200

500

$

1,055.70

$

853.70

$

$
$
$

70.00
8.00
67.05

$

70.00

$

-

$

(87.75)

61.70

$

$

-

8

6.5

$

11.00

$

71.50

2

2

$

32.30

$

64.60

Yun Pov

Wooden stair (set)

0.6

1

$

70.00

$

70.00

6

Thach Tin

Stall (m2) Type SH1
House (m2) Type 2A

24
72

24
72

$
$

9.00
35.00

$
$

216.00
2,520.00

$

Papaya

Soth Veat (DMS1)

8
9

Soth Veat (DMS2)
Keav Eng

2

$

2.20

$

15.00

1

1

$

2.20

$

2.20

Stair
Pavement
Garage Type 2B

0.75
1
2.25

1
1
2.25

$
$

70.00
8.00
56

$
$

70.00
8.00
126

Cement mortar (m2)

3.6

3.6

1.8

$
$
$
$

8.00
17.00
30.30
7.00

$
$
$
$

14.40
17.00
30.30
7.00

$

1

1.8
1
1
1

$

7.00

$

7.00

$

-

27

27

$

25.00

$

675.00

$

675.00

$

675.00

$

-

1
7
1
1
4
23.1
22.3
12
1
4
2
3
1
1
10.3
1
1
28
9

1
7
1
1
4
23.1
22.3
12
1
2
3
3
1
1
10.3
1
1
28
9
1
1

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

9.50
11.00
35.00
70.00
23.00
8.00
6.00
25.00
55.00
14.00
16.20
2.20
5.50
3.20
6.00
9.00
13.50
6.00
25.00
51.00
24.50

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

77.00
35.00
70.00
92.00
184.80
133.80
300.00
55.00
28.00
48.60
6.60
5.50
3.20
61.80
9.00
13.50
168.00
225.00
51.00

$
$

9.50
112.00

$

112.00

$

-

$

162.00

$

162.00

$

-

$

793.50

$

765.50

$

28.00

Papaya

11

Hing Chhun

12

Lang Sophorn

Cement mortar (m2)
Mango 0-3
Sdao 3-5
Tortem Tree

13

Nov San

Wooden Bridge (m2)

14

Chhin Choun

15

Phok Kim

Jujube tree
Wooden Fence (Lm)
Spirit house (small set)
. Wooden stair (set)
. Extension roof (m2)
. Cement mortar (m2)
. Wooden Barbed Fence (Lm)
. Zinc Entrace Door
. Spirit house size (Medium Set)
. Concrete Pillars (2 units)
. Jackfruit
. Papaya
. Banana
. Custard apple
Wodden Barbed fence (Lm)
Accasia Tree
Pring
Wooden barbed Fence (Lm)
Wooden Bridge (m2)
Mango tree
Sour fruit

17

Chiv Him (DMS2)

18

Chiv Pey

19
20

Pov Nath
Bet Bit

21

Bun Heng

100.00

10.1

Chan Chamroeun

Chiv Him (DMS1)

$

2

10

16

N/A

4.40

EMA verified and concluded this AH is vulnerable and entitled for US$500 IRP cash
assitance plus US$100 vulnerable allowance
EMA verified and concluded this AH is vulnerable and entitled for US$500 IRP cash
(600.00)
assitance plus US$100 vulnerable allowance. Thus, IRC to pay additional amount US$ 600
to AH
EMA verified and concluded this AH is vulnerable and entitled for US$500 IRP cash
(600.00) assitance plus US$100 vulnerable allowance. Thus, IRC to pay additional amount US$ 600
to AH
(1,890.00) DMS records 18m2 to be demolished and DRP suggested to pay 72m2. However, this AH
already displaced his entire house and IRC confirmed to pay 72m2 following entitlement
matrix Table 15 of DRP1 and included as part of CAP. IRC to pay additional amount US$
1890 to AH
202.00
DMS and contract classified that stall Type 2A (rate US$35) but EMA assessed the
document and downgraded to type AW3 ( with rate US$15). IRC over paid to AH amounted
US$ 202 but EMA recommends not to take it back from AH.
(600.00)

10.10

Stall (m2) Type 2A

(5,403.75)

1

5

7

Remarked

151.5

8

154.8

28.8
61.70

No difference
No difference
DMS and contract classified that garage Type SH2 with rate US$ byt EMA assessed
document and upgraded to Type 2B (Zinc roof, wooden poles and wall, and cement motar
floor) with rate US$56. IRC to pay additional amount US$87.75 to AH.
No difference
No difference
No difference. This was community bridg and compensation was paid to Chief of village as
representative
No difference
No difference. However, EMA noted that DRP1 Table 17 applied cost US$15 (AW3) while
structure composition confirmed US$23 (AW4).

2 concrete pillars affected and recorded in th DMS but contract/compensation was
provided with 4 units. Thus, IRC over paid US$28 and it is not recommends to take it back
from AH

$

84.30

$

84.30

$

No difference

$
$
$

168.00
225.00
75.50

$
$
$

168.00
225.00
75.50

$
$
$

-

No difference
No difference
No difference

100% Review of DMS, contract documents and compensation provision
VULNERABLE & GENERAL AHs COMPENSATE LIST_DRP-2

No.

Name

1

Pom Sopheap

2

Sen Sokhom

3

Hok Bunthoeun

4

Sat Sao

5

Bouy Davy

Impact as per DRP

Mango tree

Assets
Data in
Unit Cost as
recorded in
DRP
per RCS report
DMSs

2

Deep Well 3m (set)
1
Brick Fence 200mm covers both sid 1.4
Wooden Barbed wire fence (Lm) 188
Farmland
1010
Brick fence 200mm no cover (m2)
Concrete Pillar (unit)
Kokoh timber
Farmland

Amount

2

$

51.00

$

102.00

1
1.4
188
1010
1.2
2.3
1
400

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45.00
34.00
6.00
2.40
27.00
14.00
30.00
2.40

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45.00
47.60
1,128.00
2,424.00
32.40
32.20
30.00
960.00

Total
Total
compensation
Allowance Allowances
IRP Cash compensatio amount as per Balance Due
for
for loss of
Assitance n amount
to AHs
entitlemens and
vunerability business
paid
impacts reviewed
by EMA
$
(626.00)
100

N/A

$ 500.00

$

151.00

$

747.00

$

$
$

47.60
3,552.00

$
$

47.60
3,552.00

$
$

$

64.60

$

94.60

$

$

960.00

$

960.00

$

Remarked

2 mango trees and soil deep well were affected and recorded in the DMS but the contract
(596.00) paid 1 mango and vulnerable allowance only. Thus, IRC to pay additional amount US$596
to AH. This cost is included US$500 IRP cash assistance to vulnerable.
-

No difference
No difference

(30.00) DMS recorded Kokoh Timber but not in contract document. IRC to pay additional amount
US$30 to AH
-

No difference

ANNEX 7 : RCS REPORT APPLIED TO BOTH DRPS
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KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
NATION RELIGION KING
Ministry of Economy and Finance
Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
Resettlement Impact casus by development projects
To H.E. AKEAK BUNDITH SAPHEACHAR Deputy Prime-minister, Minister of Mistry of Economy and
Finance
Subject: Request for approval to use the Replacement Cost Study (RCS) results as base principle for
compensation provision to households affected by Integrated Urban Environmental in the
Tonle Sap Basin Project, sub-project location of Pursat province.
References:

សក

- Letter No. 3619
dated 11th September 2017 of the Ministry of Public Work and Transport
- Declaration No. 1457
.
dated 25th December 2017 of the Ministry of Economy and
Finance.
- Rate of Replacement Cost Study of independent company dated 22nd July 2019.

សហវ ប្រក

As stated in the above subject and references, I would like to highly inform H.E. AKEAK BUNDITH
SAPHEACHAR Deputy Prime-minister to be aware that IRC-Working Group have cooperated with
Pursat Provincial of Resettlement Sub-Committee (PRSC) to do detailed measurement survey for all
affected people’s properties starting from 21st December 2018 and finished completely on 03rd February
2019. IRC hired an independent agency to do the replacement cost study in Pursat and has already
completed 100 percent as a base principle for compensation provision to affected households. As
above mentioned, to get a base principle for compensation provision to affected households, IRC would
like to submit this RCS report which was done by an independent agency as detailed information below:

ANNEX 8 : PICTURES IMPRESSED DURING FIELD VERIFICATION
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Pictures of HHs interview

Picture of DRP-1

Picture of DRP-2

ANNEX 9 : SAMPLE OF MINUTE OF MEETINGS PREPARED BY IRC
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Minutes of Meeting
Public Consultation Meeting with Households Affected by Pursat Drainage and
Wastewater Treatment Plant Subproject of Integrated Urban Environmental Management
in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (Tonle Sap 1) in Pursat Province (Contract Signing Stage)
Two Thousand Twenty January Sixteenth, Eight Thirty in the Morning, there was a Public
Consultation Meeting held at Sangkat Ptas Prey meeting hall, with Households Affected by
Pursat Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant Subproject of Integrated Urban
Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project (Tonle Sap 1) in Pursat
province. The meeting was led by Mr. Youk Bunheng, Vice-Team Leader of the Inter-Ministerial
Resettlement Committee Working Group (IRC-WG) with the participation of representative from
Pursat Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee; Mr. Sao Mong Chief of Sangkat Ptas Prey and
AHs and their Representatives, totally 21 Affected Household.
First, Mr. Youk Bunheng welcomed the whole meeting and outlined the procedures of
the LAR related to the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin
Project in Pursat Town, Pursat province, starting from the detailed survey measurement,
contracting signing and compensation. He stated that this public consultation meeting is the
contract signing stage with all affected households. He also outlined the compensation policy and
entitlement rights for the project in line with the detailed resettlement plan agreed between the
Inter-ministerial Resettlement Committee and the Asian Development Bank. In particular, he
mentioned the replacement costs study rates, which are the basis for calculating compensation
for affected household affected by the project, and explained the grievance redress mechanism
in case they are not satisfied with the Land Acquisition and Resettlement (LAR) process. He also
mentioned the documents that the affected households need to prepare, the time and location of
the implementation of the contract signing.
Mr. Sao Mong, Chief of Sangkat Ptas Prey, expressed her appreciation for this project,
which will greatly contribute to the development of physical infrastructure as well as sanitation
and environment of Pursat Town. He urged the affected households to participate in the
implementation of contract signing with the team at the designated time and place. He also
encouraged the affected households to ask questions if there is any.
Ms. Pen Larng, a representative of the affected households, asked the question Is the
compensation the same as before, because I used to know that if we do not agree, the
compensation will be less, but if we agree , the compensation will be more?
In response to the above question, Mr. Youk Bunheng clarified that the compensation
rate will be generally used for this project based on the replacement costs study, which is studied
by an independent agency and approved in principle by the Royal Government of Cambodia. If
any affected households has any complaints related to the LAR, he or she can file complaint
through the Grievance Redress Mechanism in accordance with the procedure.
The Consultation Meeting ended at Nine Thirty in the morning on the same day in a friendly
and responsible atmosphere.
Pursat Town, January 16, 2020
Prepared By

Yorn Kimshea

Minutes of Meeting
Public Consultation Meeting with Households Affected by Pursat Solid Waste
Management Subproject Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap
Basin Project (Tonle Sap 1) in Pursat Province (Contract Signing Stage)
Two Thousand Twenty January Sixteenth, Two Thirty in the afternoon, there was a Public
Consultation Meeting held Pursat Town meeting hall, with Households affected by Pursat Solid
Waste Management Subproject of Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap
Basin Project (Tonle Sap 1) in Pursat province. The meeting was led by Mr. Youk Bunheng,
Vice-Team Leader of the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee Working Group (IRC-WG);
with the participation of representative from Pursat Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee; Mr.
Bun Laytang, Deputy Governor of Pursat Town and the 05 Affected Household.
First, Mr. Youk Bunheng welcomed the whole meeting and outlined the procedures of
the LAR related to the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin
Project in Pursat Town, Pursat province, starting from the detailed survey measurement,
contracting signing and compensation. He stated that this public consultation meeting is the
contract signing stage with all affected households. He also outlined the compensation policy and
entitlement rights for the project in line with the detailed resettlement plan agreed between the
Inter-ministerial Resettlement Committee and the Asian Development Bank. In particular, he
mentioned the replacement costs study rates, which are the basis for calculating compensation
for affected household affected by the project, and explained the grievance redress mechanism
in case they are not satisfied with the Land Acquisition and Resettlement (LAR) process. He also
mentioned the documents that the affected households need to prepare, the time and location of
the implementation of the contract signing.
Mr. Tang Bunlay, Deputy Governor of Pursat Town, expressed her appreciation for this
project, which will greatly contribute to the development of physical infrastructure as well as
sanitation and environment of Pursat Town. He urged the affected households to participate in
the implementation of contract signing with the team at the designated time and place. He also
encouraged the affected households to ask questions if there are any.
Mr. Hok BunTheoun, a representative of the affected households, asked: After signing
the contract, when will they receive compensation and when will they have to dismantle the
affected property?
In response to the above question, Mr. Youk Bunheng clarified that the compensation
stage which collect the information on the compensation of each affected households is the next
stage after the contract signing stage. Therefore, he asked all the affected households to
participate and check the information, replacement costs rates, and all aspects before signing the
contract. Regarding the demolition of affected property, he informed that people can wait until
they receive the compensation, then the affected households have another 30 days to dismantle.
The consultation meeting ended at Three Thirty in the afternoon on the same day in a
friendly and responsible atmosphere.
Pursat Town, January 16, 2020
Prepared By

Yorn Kimshea

Minutes of Meeting
Public Consultation Meeting with Affected Households of Integrated Urban
Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project in Pursat Province
(Compensation Stage)
Two Thousand Twenty May Twenty-Ninth, Nine in the Morning, Sangkat Ptas Prey
meeting hall, there is a public consultation meeting with the affected households of the Intergrated
Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project in Pursat Province
(Compensation Stage). The meeting was led by Mr. Youk Bunheng, Vice-Team Leader of
Working Group of the Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee; with the participation of
representative from Pursat Provincial Resettlement Sub-Committee; Mr. Bun Laytang, Deputy
Governor of Pursat Town and Representative of the 26 Affected Household.
First, Mr. Youk Bunheng welcomed the whole meeting and outlined the procedures of
the LAR of the Integrated Urban Environmental Management in the Tonle Sap Basin Project in
Pursat Town, Pursat province, starting from the detailed survey measurement, contracting signing
and compensation. He stated that this public consultation meeting is the last stage of the
Implementation of Resettlement works with the affected households. He also mentioned the
procedures of the compensation, the documents that the affected households need to prepare.
He asked the affected households to verify the compensation amount before leaving,
Mr. Tang Bunlay, Deputy Governor of Pursat Town, expressed her appreciation for this
project, which will greatly contribute to the development of physical infrastructure as well as
sanitation and environment of Pursat Town. He asked the affected households to inform the
others who have not come yet to bring the relevant documents for the compensation, as the team
leader of the working group of IRC stated.
There is no question from the affected households. In addition, Mr. Youk Bunheng also
mentioned the obligations of the affected households which require them to dismantle the affected
structures themselves within 30 days after receiving the compensation.
The consultation meeting ended at Nine Thirty in the morning on the same day in a friendly
and responsible atmosphere.
Pursat Town, May 29, 2020
Prepared By

Yorn Kimshea

ANNEX 10: CAP IMPLEMENTATION RELATED DOCUMENTS
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Kingdom of Cambodia
Nation Religion King
Minute Meeting of the Public Consultation
Corrective Action Plan Implementation for 9 Underpaid Affected Households
Covering DRP1 and DRP2
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project
Drainage and Wastewater Treatment Plant & Solid Waste Management
Date: Wednesday, May 19, 2022
Time: 13:00- 14:30
Venue: Phtah Prey Commune Hall
Location: Chamka ChekCheung Village, Phtah Prey Commune, Pursat City.
No.

Name

Sex

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Youk Bunheng
Sok Sopheak
Ouk Donyroth
Sok Nalin
Ouk Chheut
Chan Socheat
Yorn Kimsia
Thorn Sophearun
Koun Rith

M
M
M
F
M
F
M
M
M

Occupation
Deputy Team Leader of IRC-WG
Head of Office
IRC-WG
Assistant to EMA’s TL
Assistant to EMA’s TL
Sangkat Chief
Head of Office
Head of Institute
Village Chief

Institution
MEF/GDR
GDR/MEF
MEF/GDR
Green Goal Ltd
Green Goal Ltd
Sagkat Phtah Prey
Pursat PWT9
Pursat Provinial Hall
Toul Makak Koeut Village

Meaning of the Meeting
Mrs. Chan Socheat, Phtah Prey Commune’s Chief introduced herself as well as introduced the
composition of the working group presented in this meeting, including the local authorities, the IRC
Working Group, and the external monitoring team (GG-EMA). The purpose of today's meeting is to
disburse the compensation to underpaid payment/allowances of 9 Ahs as part of CAP. There are 7
Ahs in Chamkar Chek village, Phteah Prey commune and 2 Ahs in Tuol MakKeut village, Roleap
commune.
Mr. Youk Bunheng, Deputy Team Leader of IRC-WG introduced himself and said that on March 30,
2022, the working group had once invited all of you for meeting on the compensation for 9 Ahs who
are underpaid. And the last meeting you all have already signed the contract, so in this meeting our
team will compensate the amount in the contract to you as promised last time. As already mentioned,
please do not misunderstand that this payment is in addition to your impact, but these are the
underpayment that we missed to compensate and founded by the External Monitoring.
Mr. Yorn Kimsia, Head of Pursat City Public Works Office had clarify that because of our working
group founded the previous implementation had a shortage of compensation for nine Ahs that impact
by the above sub-project. Therefore, please accept the payment to support your family's livelihood
and restore your affected assets such as house, crops...etc. We hope that you all will be happy and
provide good cooperate with the project working group. We apologize for any inaccuracies and delays
in the payment.
At the end of the Meeting, Mr. Yorn Kimsia also thanked the Inter-Ministerial Working Group, External
Monitoring Team, Village/Commune authorities and Ahs who participated and carrying out this work
successfully and happily.
This meeting minute is prepared by GG-EMA

1

ឧបសម្ព័ន្ធ ២: រូបភាព អំ ពីសរម្មភាព រនុងរិចចក្បជុំ
Pictures impressed during meeting
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Receipt No. 1
KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
NATION RELIGION KING
3
Ministry of Economic and Finance
Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
COMPENSATION RECIEPTS
The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee was handed over to Mr./Mrs. Nop Neang in the
100% amount of 529.42 USD (Five hundred twenty-nine and forty-two Cent USD only) for relocation
and resettlement support according to the condition in article 2 and article 4 of the contract signed
provision of policy allowance to affected people that impact on their structures, housing, and other
properties by Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project step 1 geographically
located in Pusat Province.
IRC No. …………..between IRC and the property owner.
Seen & Checked
Chairman of IRC

Kim ChanVibol

Signature/Thump Print
Property Owner

Nop Neang

Made in Pursat, Date 17 May 2022
Director of PDEF

Sun Heng

Receipt No. 2
KINGDOM OF CAMBODIA
NATION RELIGION KING
3
Ministry of Economic and Finance
Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee
COMPENSATION RECIEPTS
The Inter-Ministerial Resettlement Committee was handed over to Mr./Mrs. Yun Pov in the
100% amount of 635.30 USD (Six hundred thirty-five and thirty Cent USD only) for relocation and
resettlement support according to the condition in article 2 and article 4 of the contract signed provision
of policy allowance to affected people that impact on their structures, housing, and other properties by
Integrated Urban Environmental in the Tonle Sap Basin Project step 1 geographically located in Pusat
Province.
IRC No. …….……. between IRC and the property owner.
Seen & Checked
Chairman of IRC

Kim ChanVibol

Signature/Thump Print
Property Owner

Yun Pov

Made in Pursat, Date 17 May 2022
Director of PDEF

Sun Heng

